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TITLE:

1

A THEREOELECTRIC PROBE FOR TISSUE

BLOOD FLOW MEASURE~lliNTS.

- =

SECTION l.A.

A study was made of a method of determining blood

FLow velocity in vascular tissues by relating the differ
ence in power dissipated by a heated thermistor placed in

the vascular tissue matrix to the flow velocity of the
blood past the thermistor.

A detailed theoretical model, based on the general
solution to tllis forced convection heat problem, was
evolved and results predicted were verified by means of
practical experimentation. It was concluded that the
above relationship is of the form P = Kt.T (MB /'i'J and
the relationship is valid for laminar flow in tubes and
vessels but the validity is severely reduced for tissue
flow because of the heterogeneity and complexity of the
flow on a macroscopic scale in tissues.

A flowmeter based on this principle was built and

details of the probe and circuit design were discussed.

An appraisal of the performance of the f Lowme t er and
guidelines for further research were included.

/ ••• SECTION 1.B.
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SECTION l.B.

INTRODUCTION. The measurement of flow in the circulatory
system presents a most challenging problem in instrumentation.
A knOWledge of the quantities of bl.ood flowing per unit time
or even a knOWledge of the relati~e changes of the flow ratc
through vessels, organs, tissue and bone is of tremendous
value for the assessment of the effects of drugs, physical
exercise, physiological stimuli and changes of various kinds.

Unlike the measurement of pressure i.n the
circulatory system, flow measurement is complicated by the
great differences in the physical nature and location of
the components of the circulatory system, which impose
severe constraints on the size and shape of transducers.

There arc many methods in use for deter
mining flow rates or velocities of blood and among these
arc a few which show great potential as highly practical
tools. The electromagnetic flowmeter and the ultrasonic
flowmeter for instance, although severely limited in a
number of ways, have been developed and refined and several
commercial models are available.

This work s terns from the urgent need for
a device which can measure the velocity of flow of b l.ocd

th r'ough organs and tissue in particular. An i.ns t ruuen t

claimed to measure tissue and vessel flow qualitatively KKS

built prior to this work. It was based upon the principle
of the ho t-w i r e anemometer so useful for determining fluid
and gas flow rates. The instrument consists of an alter
nating current excited Wheatstone bridge with thenni3tor
elements, a high gai.n carrier amplifier and detcc:or, and a

metered output.

Several attempts to obtain consi5tent

/ ..• results
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3

results with this instrument under laboratory condit.lolls

of simulated flow were unsuccesful. Hence, it was

decided to further investigate the validity of the method
and, if proved to be viab Le, to modify, improve or redes ign

the system in order to produce a reasonably reliable means
of measurement.

The principle of the flowmeter is as follows:-

A thermistor sited at the tip of a hypodermic
needle and located in the flowing medium, is self-heated
by a fixed current. The temperature to ~hich it is

raised by virtue of this 12R heating is a function of
the velocity of the flowing me d i um , The temperature of
the thermistor is measured and related to the flow velocity

by means of a calibration.

Figure 1.B. best illustrates the logical develop

ment of the project. It serves as a guide to the reader

and has been designed to minimise the frequency of cross-
references. In several cases the s ubvs e c t i ons are

independent and refer upwards only.
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SECT! ON 1, C.

THE FIELD OF BLOOD FLOW MEASUREMENTS IN GENERAL.

1.0. OBJECTIVE. In order to gain a background and

perspective of the subject, a study was made of the methods
used to date for the qualitative and quantitative assessment

of tissue, vessel, organ and bone blood flow. Emphasis
was laid on the electronic and thermo-electronic methods.

1.1 . ELECTRO~lAGNETIC FLOliMETE RS.

1.1.1. INTRODUCTION. Electromagnetic flowmeters have

found use in many widely differing applications. Common
uses include the measurement of ionised gas flow and
measurement of the flow of a variety of electrically
conducting fluids - sewerage pumping stations are often
controlled by the data from electromagnetic flowmeters.
Only recently have they found the particular application in

blood flow measurement. This has largely been due to the
work of Kolin 1 Clarke 2 Wyatt 1 Beck ~ Ferguson 5

Landahl 6 Gessner 7 Nills B Shereliffe 9 Spencer 10

and Dennison 11. The instruments have been refined

from an engineering point of view and qualitative
measurements of pulsatile and average blood flow througll
vessels can be made. Accuracy is of a high order -
quoted in sales literature to be 5% to 10% of full scale

deflections.

1.1. 2. METHOD. The method relies upon the fact that a

conductor of length 1 moving with a velocity ~ in a
magnetic field of uniform and constant magnetic intensity 8,

generates along its length a potential difference e according

to the mathematical expression:

1,.J
o

-v. lldl

/ .•• The
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The blood flow represents the moving conductor and
it is of interest to note here that the conductiVity of
blood remains substantially constant under all normal

physiolo~ical and biochemical changes. Howevor, it docs
change with velocity 12 and hematocrit value. 13 (the red

blood corpuscle concentration pe,r unit volume). Another
interesting point is that this process is reversible!
Compensation can be made for the latter variation to an
extent which preserves the accuracy of the method.

magnetic path

electrodes

B

<, flow velocity

The theory has been found to apply irrespective of

t he velocity profile and is equally valid for both Lamin ar
and turbulent flow. Turbulence in the circulatory system
is found only at the root of the Aorta 14 For reasons
of preservation of electric field symmetry the flow must

have circular symmetry. This is true for all vessels other
than the small capillaries at the normal viscosity of

blood.

The instruments arc high gain carrier amplifiers.
Noise problems have been a constant cause of refinement of

the technology. The standard arrangement is to have
alternating current field excitation and quadrature signal

/ ... rejection
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rejection in the voltage delecting circuitry thus eliminating
the obvious problem of cross - talk from the exci tat ion nc t work

to the detection network (excitation voltage is in quadrature

with magnetising current and magnetising current is in phase
with voltage detected.) This problem becomes quite acute

when probe size decreases and thi?, together with the
familiar problem in high gain low frequency amplifiers of
baseline drift and low frequency noise, has led to experi
mentation with the excitation waveforms. 15 One of the

most recent methods uses squarewave excitation and appro
priate gating of the detection circuitry to almost totally
eliminate the cross-talk problem 15. Developments such as

this one have enabled the construction of very small non
ferrous magnetic path probes allowing catheterisation of

probes.

There are three different types of probe currently

available for use with the electromagnetic f l owme t e rs ,

These are:

1) Peri-vascular. As the name suggests these are of the

Cuff-type, Clip-on-type and V-type. The larger ones arc
provided with slot pieces for completien of the magnetic
path. These probes are used on vessels which range from

3mm ov d , to 20mm o vd, The electrodes which make
contact with the outside of the vessel wall, are made of

gold or platinum.

2) Cannular. Surgery is required in order to use
this type as the vessel must either be passed through the

probe or fitted over each end of the probe. They
normally have the same diametric range as the Jlerivascular

probe.

3) Catheter. Commercial types 3mm o i d , to 1. Smni o i d ,

arc currently available. Their construction is delicate

and complicated and hence is highly costly. They are
difficult to position correctly but have a small aoded

/ ..• advantage
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8

advantage that provision is always made for simultaneous

blood pressure measurement.

L L 3. EVALUATION. The electromagnetic flewmeter

is limited to the measurement of flow in vessels ranging
from 3mm o i d , to 20mm ov d , and, in the experience of the
wri t er and others who have used t'hese meters, it has a

reasonable accuracy and stability only above 1 cm/sec
which corresponds to minimum volumetric flow rate of
17 ml/min and an input voltage of the order of 1 microvolt.

This is somewhat restrictive.

The perivascular probes are easy to work with, 
the catheter and cannular types very much more difficult.

The instrument, once having been initially set up, is easy
to operate. Great care must, however, be exercised in

earthing.

The greatest single advantage of the electromagnetic

flowmeter is its high frequency response ~ 500 Hz.
It is also direction sensitive and so is most valuable in

cardiac research for waveform observation. It is a linear
device with an arbitrary scale reading and has pr ov i s i on for

external monitoring.

The disadvantages include sensitivity to vessel

wall composition, external electromagnetic fields and

physical movement of the probe. These, in fact, are
found to be so frustrating that in many cases the instruments

are not used.

Some preliminary experiments have been carried out

using extra-corporeal magnetic fields and probes located in
tissue for tissue flow experiments 5. These have met vith

The discreet differences in
of blood, tissue, fat and bone

/ ..• together
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together with the difficulty of forming uniform magnetic
fields across the large gaps required seems to be the
problem.

1.2. ULTRASONIC FLOWMETEnS.

1. 2.1. INTRODUCTION. As in the case of the electro

magnetic flowmeter, the ultrasonic flowmeter has found use

in a variety of industrial applications. It was first
used on laboratory animals in 1961 by Franklin Schlegel
and Rushner 16. It has evolved and several commercial

models are available. Until recently these had been
limi ted to transcutaneous measurement only and usually only
comparative flow for clinical purposes to evaluate results
of remedial action for peripheral, arterial and vonous
disease 17. Experimental models of probes of the peri-
vascular and cannular types have been made and found to be
reasonably success fu l , This technique warrants further

scrutiny.

1. 2.2. ~lETHOD. The method relies s imply upon the Doppl er

Effect. A Piezzo-electric crystal of a f i xed natural
frequency (of the order of 10 ~mz in the commercial varieties)
is excited externally and focussed at an acute angle against

the direction of blood flow. A detector crystal is focussed

so that it forms a virtual dt:tection point with the exciter
crystal, large in volume (because of deliberate low resolution)

below the surface of the skin. The frequency of the
detected signal is decreased by the velocity of the blood

flow according to the following reasoning:

If f is the frequency of the exciter crystal
e

V is the propagation velocity of the ultrasonic s i gnal in
the medium and v is the velocity of the blood £]01;, then'

/ ••. the
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10

the detected frequency f d is given by the expression

f = f V/V + vd e

In the earlier flowmeters the signal frequency

f d - f e ' arranged to fall in the audio range, was ampl ified
and applied to a loudspeaker. It is claimed that clear tones
are heard corresponding to Systole and Diastole 18. Venous

flow, because of its lesser phasic nature, is more difficult
to record, being a distribution of frequencies centred around
a mean frequency. Frequency to voltage conversion circuitry
is used for recording purposes. Probes available are
totally encapsulated transmitter/detectors and are applied
to the surface of the skin with an aqueous coupling gel.

1. 2.3. EVALUATION. The ultras onic flowmeter does not
suffer the severe limitations of the electromagnetic
flowmeter in so far as physiological variables and external

interference is concerned. There is a remote possibility
that it could be used in tissue flow although filtering and
interpretation of results would be a formidable task.

Because of the unbounded detection area, volumetric results

are impossible.

In its present form for transcutaneous measurements

it is a highly practical clinical tool but if it is used for
venous flow measurement it will probably suffer similar
advantages and disadvantages as the electromagnetic flow

meter.

1. 3. Til Em·IOD ILUTI ON .

1.3.1. INTRODUCTION. Although severely limited this is
an important and useful method of measuring average f l ow ,

It is normally only used in measurements of a specialised

/ •.. nature
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11

nature and has not, as far as the writer knows, found
common application in industry. It was first used in
1960 19 for coronary sinus blood flow measurements in dogs.
There are no commercial "kits" available. The method has
so far only been used in vessels and in heart chambers for
estimating stroke volumes and charge and discharge rates.
It is doubtful whether it could be used in tissue.

1. 3.2. METHOD. The technique involves the inj ection of
a thermal indicator (saline is normally used) with a fixed
specific heat S. and density d. in a fixed quantity Q. at

111
a temperature Ti (room temperature normally) - into the
blood stream. The indicator is injected at a rate high
enough to cause homogeneous mixing of the indicator and the
blood but low enough for its momentum not to substantially
affect the flow velocity of the blood.

For thermal balance:-
(subscript b means blood and subscript m means

the mixture of the indicator and the blood).

= /

T. T and T
b

are monitored by thermistor elem8nts sited
l' m

at the injection orifice. K varies with the hematocrit
value of blood but predictably and, hence, can be compensated
for in computation. An analogue computer for the instan-
taneous solution of this equation has been devised. It
features accepted subtraction, division and multiplication
circuits and sample and hold circuits fOT storing Ti and :b

pre computation.

in dogs.

It 11' gh l }' successful for fficasuring Aortic flowwas 1 >

Probes Jiffer quite radically in design but all

/ • .. are
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arc of the catheter type.

constructed as follows:-

12

The probe of Roberts 2 0
~as

~lultilayer walls here used to insulate the indicator

from the warmer surrounding ti s sue , Spacing of the tubes

was achieved by spiral winding of the thermistor leads

between the walls. The indicator was passed down the centre
tube under high pressure, hence mechanical strength of the

probe was a very important consideration. The mixing
orifice was sited a short distance from the end of the probe
and was bored at an angle of 30 to 40 deg. against the

direction of blood flow and for hydrodynamic reasons was
required to have a particular length to diameter ratio to

achieve the important homogeneous mixing. The probe was
constructed of Kylon. The ratio of catheter diameter to
vessel diameter has to be kept small so that the flow rate
at the mixing site is not greatly affected by the presence

of the catheter.

1. 3. 3 EVALUATION. This method has three major

disadvantages.

1) It can probably only be used for large vessel flow.
2) It has a low frequency response and can only be used

for average flow.
3) It can only be used in controlled experiments.

•

docs have

of actual
in excess

It is most certainly not a practical tool but it
+

the advantage of high accuracy claimed to be -
f l ow, 21 It can only be used for flow rates
of 20T.1l/rnin in large vessels > 7mm i v d ,

5%

1. 4 IMPEDANCE ~:ETHODS.

were perforfficd using two

electrodes in vessels to

1.4.1. INTRODUCTlON '. As long ago as 1937 experiments
closely spaced platinum or gold

correlate the resulting impedance

/ ... variations
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variations with flew velocity 22. Results were hirhly

variable and no useful information was obtained.

There has recently been renewed interst in the

method and while it is still very much in the experimental
stage some promising results have been reported 23

1.4.2. METHOD. It has been found generally that a
relationship of the form

Z = f (~

exis ts where Z is the in terelectrode Lmpe dance and v the

velocity of the blood. There are a number of different

methods lIsed to measure Z but they ure usunlly alterna::ing

current excitation of Wheatstone bridges where frequencies

in the high <lucio spectrum are used. The bridees are often

arranged to be periodically rebalanced by means of servo

mechanisms or feedback networks so as to compensate for long

time variations in the conductivity of blood and differing

inter-electrode spacing.

One good recent paper 2~ described a method using

one electrode in the vessel and another electrode en the

surface of the skin. The electrode placed perpendicular

to the vessel through the wall was made long enough to

cancel the velocity profil e effects. An in teres ting theory

offered in this paper was that the region of ionisation

surrounding the red blood corpuscles increases and decreases

its thickness depending upon the velocity of the blood. A
red blood corpuscle is a depressed sphere. This ffiight help

to explain the cubed root relationship.

1.4.3. EVALUATION. This method is still in its infancy.

There has been no agreement in regard to mccl.an i sms involved

in the change in the conductuncc properti.es of blond in

motion. SOffie work is in progress at Groote Schuur Hospital

/ •• • and
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and reasonable results have been claimed for bolus blood
movement in the che st •

If there should prove to be any validity in this

method it will show great promise for blood flow measurement

in general. It ~Quld have very few limitations, be highly

practical and should prove to be valid for arterial, venous
and tissue measurements.

1.5. OTHER METHODS. In the past many methods have

been developed and used for specialised measurements of

blood flow. A number of these rely upon the washout of

inert gases, radio isotopes and diffusible indications of

various types. Differential pressure measurements

have been used for some time now and probes of very small

dimensions have been constructed. These methods are all

slow and impractical for use during surgery or in the

clinic and require long and involved observation techniques.

Most of these methods, however, are very useful for tissue

flow measurement s ,

1.6 BRIDGE NETWORKS

1. 6 .1. INTRODUCTION. The hot-wire anemometer has long

been in usc for the measurement of flow of gases and liquids

and there are many industrial applications. Commercial
flowmeters are in common use by air condi tioning design

engineers and for process control and a number of varieties
are available. 25 As early as ] 9'33 2 S a the rmc -e Lec t r i c

blood flow recorder in the form of a needle was described

and was used for comparative me as uromcnt of the flow in the

jugular veins of dogs. The writer knows of only one
commercial instrument designed specifically for blood flew

meas u rcrnen t s , 27

1.6.2. ~iliTIlOD. The method relies upon the convective

cooling of a heated e l emcn t suspended in the flowing medi um ,

The theory may be simply stated as fOl1Ol~S:-

/ • . •. In
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In general

Where T is the temperature of the heated element

and v is the velocity of the flowing medium. The relation

ship depends upon the physics of the heated element, the

velocity of the fluid stream, the physical properties of the

fluid and hence is different for different applications.

The industrial instrument consists basically of a

thin (0.001 to 0.005" diameter) electrically heated wire

stretched across the ends of two prongs. When the wire is

exposed to the fluid stream it loses heat principally by

forced convection. The temperature of the wire which is

measured, with all other variables fixed, depends upon the

velocity of the fluid stream. Probes are either fixtures

in a system or can be introduced at a particular point.

The temperature element for the blood flow recorder

consisted of a heated thermistor pair encapsulated in the

end of a hypodermic needle.

1.6.3. EVALUATION. The evaluation of this technique

is of necessi ty carried throughout this work and shall,

therefore, not be treated specifically at this stage. It

will serve, however, to state that it shows the greatest

possibilities for the measurement of tissue blood flow.

~

1.7. RESUME. The objective was achieved - the writer

was in troduced to all the published techniques for the

measurement of blood flow and gained a broad understanding

of all the aspects, requirements and difficulties of the

problem.
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SECTION l.D.

TISSUE NETHODS SPECIPI CALLY.

1. O. INTRODUCTION. From the above in traduction to blood
flow it can be seen that of all the methods in use, there
are probably only three of these which could be used for
tissue flow measurements. Washout of indicators is a

slow impractical method. Impedance methods show great

promise but there is still a great deal of groundwork to be
done before any useful work for its application to tissue
measurements could be realised. This leaves bridge net
works which is the subject of this work.

1.1. WHAT IS REQUIRED? To broadly say that it is
required to measure tissue blood flow is rather,an illusive
statement. One tends to ask why and for what purposo.

Most organs and tissues have one or more input and one or
more output which supply and deliver blood. Is it not
sufficient to make measurements at these points? The
answer to this question is two-fold.

a) It is often not possible to make measurements on the
inputs and outputs of organs, muscle and tissue and with

tho crude tools at the disposal of the physician it is most
certainly not possible in the clinical situation, because of
the requirements of access to these remote locations. How
ever, if the right tools were available it would be possible
for rractical spot comparative tissue measurements to be made.

b) In all organs, muscle and tissue it would be of enormous
value to be able to make a field plot of the topoeraphy of

flow.

In par t i cul ar , for instance, it was hoped that this. wo rk

would result in a device which could be used to measure
relative flow of blood in the uterine wall (wh i ch is a highly

vascular tissue) during prcgnancy and, in particular,
relative f Low in the region of the placenta through the
course of childbirth and to observe the flow event sequence.

/ ••• Uno f r t un at.e Iy
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Unfortunately different tissues have vastly different

physical properties and flow rates so it cannot be hoped to

obtain anything other than pure qualitative results from
any device based on the principle of the bridge network

method. However, even qualitative results would be
highly valuable.

1.2 TilE CIRCULATORY SYSTml. Electrical engineers
have a habit of converting all other phenomena in to
electrical analogies and the circulatory system is no
exception. The system may be considered to be a highly

complex hybrid transmission line consisting of both d is 

tributed and lumped parameters. The voltage source
generates a peculiar waveform ~hich is propagated down

this transmission medium into the multifarious distributed
and lumped impedances. The system can be completely

specified at any point in the network if the two variables,
pressure and flow can be measured. The theory of blood

flow is being formalised and the work cllcountered in this
study was that of At t Ln ge r f " and Bvan s l~. At this stage
little is known about the flow of blood through vascular
beds because of the complexity of its geometry and the oon

uniformity of its physical properties.

1. 3. SOME PROPERTIES OF TISSUE. Some very thorough
statistical work on the thermal properties of biological
fluids has been done by Spells 29 and listed below arc the
thermal conductivities of the biological substances of

particular interest:

Human blood
+Normal deviation -

Human muscle
+

Normal deviation -

Human fat

12.lXlO- 4

2.0XIO- 4

lO.5XIO- 4

2.0XIO- 4

4.77XlO- 4

cal/cm/sec/deg C
cal/cm/see/deg C

cal/crn/see/dug C
cal/cm/see/deg C
cal/crn/sec/deg C

(all measurements at 37°C)

/ ... The
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The percentage of water contained in blood and tissue
by volume as li.sted by Best and Taylor 30 is:

Human blood 83%

Human muscle 75%
Human fat 20%

Fro~ this it can be seen that the thermal conduc
tivities of blood and tissue are very close. The average
percentage composition of muscle ti.ssue by volume is 83%

blood and 17% tissue by volume and hence it is reasonable to

assume that if we look at a macroscopic cube of, say. Imm
in s ide dimension in pure tis sue with no fat and further,
that on this scale it is highly vascular, then at least half
of this volume will represent blood diffusing in random
directions. The diffusion velocities will be very small

but if vectorially summed could be represented hy a net flow
in one direction at a fixed velocity. There is no doubt
that this velocity will differ depending upon the location
of the macroscopic cube but the physical properties of the

cube will vary by at least an order of magnitude less. The
problem is to isolate this variable and measure it.
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SECTION 2.A.

BRIDGE NETWORKS PAST WORK.

1.0 INTRODUCTION. The

present a summary of past

cally and to indicate the
made.

purpose of this section is to

work using this method s poci f i.>

salieit advances that have been

1.1. THER~lOCOUPLES. As early as 1933 Gibbs 25 described

a blood flow recorder in the form of a needle which con

sisted of an iron constantan thermocouple heated by passing

a current through the constantan wire. Comparative

measurements of the flow in the jugUlar vein of dOJs Ilere

made and a few experiments performed in tissue - such as

observations of the effects of intravenous injection of

adrenalin on the flow in the cortex of a eat's kidney and

changes in temporal muscle f l.ow produced by the stimulation

of syrcpa th e t i c ne rves , He used no t emp or a t ure compens a t i or.

but suggested that a temperature reference thermocouple be

placed in adjacent tissue. He claimed that satisfactory

sensitivity could be obtained witheut raising the temperature

of the thermocouple above ZoC above the body t.cmp c r a t uro ,

It must be noted, however, that his calibration in-vivo, he

admits, allows for a needle temperature rise of 10°C above

body temperature.

An examination on a phys leal bas is

of a logical development of Gibb's recorder was p e r f c r me d
by Grayson 31 in 1952 following previous experimentation

in 1951. His basic objective was not to obtain experi

mental results of a medical nature but to theorise the

method.

Grayson established an equation .

of the form

/ wher e... . ...... "-
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where

R is the
1 is the

t.T is the
k is the

resistance of the heating element.
current through the heating element.
temperature of the heated junction.
thermal conductivity of the surrounding medium.

I' .'
~4

A B
~4

~J ~J

~2 0·2

~1 ~1

1·0 20 lO 2
o H

C
05

H

(H 1~

~3
/}8

/}6

02
04

02

0
2 J 4 2 J
B,ac B,ac

Fig. 3. The relation between l' and e. A. recorder embedded in gel (10% gelatin in water;:
B, recorder in dead liver [impl-mted during: lifo); C, recorder in inadequate quantity arEel
(I rom below surface): 1>, recorder ill water, convection effects.

The investigation of this equation was
performed by using substances with differing values of t,
holding 6T constant and measuring 12 required to achieve
this. The linear relationships he obtained are shown

below:-

020

01\

U
0

"s.
0 010
>

e,

t
Water

t
oas

I
15

! I I -L-J. -'--'--:'.
10

Jo:(x 10-')

,
5

~ " 1..J. I
o

FIg. 4. The relation 1ctw('cn]2 aud thermal conductivity (I:). Interrupted line, needle rccorder i

cont inuou« line, standard recorder as used for impla;;.tation.
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Grayson maintained further that the thermal

conductivity of the surrounding medium was raised by

the presence of flow and he established that "the thermal

conductivity increment" which he called it was linearly

related to volumetric f Low r a t e , His results are shown

below:-

, A

o

o~--J.;--..L....---!---'--.L--"'--..J.-_1--l.._.l-J
o 10 20 30 40, so 0 10 20 30 '10

Rate of perfusion (ml./mm)

Fig. 11. Relation between conductivity increment and Tate of now. A, sheep spleen perfused with
__saline, three expcrfmcntaj B, sheep kidney perfused with whole blood from samo an~a.l.

lIe also described a method of standardisation of

probes by submerging them in fluids of known thermal

conductivities. This is the only report of a linear

relationship between the square of the current and the

flow veloci ty ,

Linzell 32 in 1953 followed up the work of

Grayson and established that the variation of 1
2 with

flow veloci ty was indeed not a s traigh t line but a curve

which approximated three straight lines as shown below:-

v
v

v

for increasing

flow rate.

/ ••. His
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His results are shown below:-

1{) 1-0
0·9 M / _____

0-8 ,O-J,,, .......------0 0' / //"

0.7 ~.-g--- 0-46'":. IF]· / ow" •

P
0-6 0 dr. (H ..r" .
os .. cs ill

·H (}~-

0) A O-J .f B

0-2 0-2 l
~ D1;
LL-.J!"'llllt.,,· II!

o 102030 <050 60 70 809:> 1(.0110120130140 0 1 2 ) " 5 6 7 8 9
Flow (ml/mm) f'lcan ...cloer)' (,,,,hec}

Fig.3. A: the relation between II (8 = 1" C) and the flow of water through gls se tubes of the radii
indicated. 0, steady flow; 0, puleaulc flow. B: tho calculated mean velocities from all tbree
tubes plotted against the increase in ]2 over that at zero flow. Tho dotted cur-ve is obteuicd
by plotting dP ag.iinst the equare root of the mean velocity.

Linzell was critical of Grayson's findings and

claimed that, under the conditions of his experiments,
the apparent local blood flow as indicated by the

measured increase in thermal conductivity could not be
used as an accurate measure of total blood flow.

l,jowbray 33 in 1958 modified the thermocouple and

placed it in a hypodermic needle of 12 s.w.g. The end
of the needle was scaled with solder. Results claimed
were good but it is thought that the raised thermal
inertia of the soldered end tended to dampen random fluctua
tions experienced earlier.

In all the work thus far encountered, tolerance on

quan ti t a t i ve resul ts were no bet ter t.h an 20%. I t was only
by virtue of the fact that high flow rates were used, that
even this degree of consistency was obtained. All the
while, however, experiments were being performed where the

chief interest was results rather than technique, and 50

the thermocouple method, identical in all respects te that

of Gibbs was finding valuable use.

/ ... In
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In 1961, Bill 3~ took a theoretical look at

validity of the method for tissue flow. In the past,
many interesting model organs were proposed for investi
gating tissue flow with little success or follow-up.

Howc ve r , that of Bill's is rather novel.

lie performed a number of expe r imen t.s in blocks of
gelatin with polyethylene tubes running through them.

The basic equation used was

K = aI
2

/ I1T
o

where Ko was the thermal conductivity of the needle
surrounds i.e. gel. He defined 11K as the apparento
increase in thermal conductivity and found that for an

isolated polyethylene tube in gelatin

11K = f (v) = f (0. d. of the tube)
o

The results are shown below:-

p~oa[

';' --.,""-'
4,b U"'~5 ; 6 ~ TU8E:: ~"'y---:
~ :o/~_._c

,"'--'---
o 01 02 03 0':' C5 ro"'r""'"'

ftO'" 0"" \!,'A·ER

rig', 2. The rc1a[i()n~hij1between lA''''lld 11.,\\
()( w a n-r. The model 'll~cd ;~ slu.w n im("~ in
(I\{, 1;~tlH' The lln,'l\' \\3..\ :,;.1(('.1 CL'H' to arid
in p.l~alJcl wir h 'the p,,:,ct'hllH' tul-. ,hl'"(l,

had all inner dl.t!~lc:(r (,I'll.3G rnm , \'.,lil
Ihi('kn!'S~ 020 111m. Cun..: .\ w a s (,br:l.Il!t',i
when tilt n \\ .'-~ no extra la ~ r-r If j~<..~l \ ("Ld,'l't'
added to the t"llt', curve 13 wln n .'IH' I'\n.l

laver. thic"nf'ss r.~lIlll111. l-r d been cd.icd tn
th~ tube wall. :\:1'1 C whet, 1\,'0 1'"lr:. 1.1\{'!'S

had ber-n added.•\rrcl\\s d.' \.ilul' 1 sc-

Asymptotes were reached at a value of flow of the

order of 5ml/min. lIe also defined a value of f 50= fCv)
at the point where t>K o = 50% of its overall change in
value and related f 50 to the inside diameter of the tube.

/ ••• A
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A very useful set of results with a number of
tubes in gelatin showed that

n

6K =
o I:

m

i. e. the apparent increase in thermal conductivity
was equal to the sum of the apparent increases due to each
tube taken in separately. Bill concluded that there was
no standard type of relationship between t>K and the flow
in any tissue into which the probe is blindly introduced

and a standardisation has to be made in each experiment
if more qualitative information is sought.

1.1. THERNISTORS. The next major step was taken by
Juhasz 35 in 1967 and Grahn 36 in 1968. The work of

Juhasz was based upon the following analysis.

Fig. 1.

Assuming a constant excitation voltage Ei n, the

functional expression for the velocity sensor Rl and for
the compensation sensor R2 can be written as follows:-

Rl = f (t>T Rl; PI)

R2 = f (t>T R2; P2)

where PI and P2 represent the self dissipation

/ ... of
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of the semiconductors and 6TRI anu 6TR2 represent the
resistance changes due to the temperature variations.

When R3 and R4 are made equal the balance condition for
the bridge is expressed as

F (6T RI; PI) = F (6! R2; P2)

Assuming both semiconductos
temperature influence then 6TRI =

F (PI) = F (P2)

It can be seen that, in the case of matched

semiconductor pairs, the balance point for the bridge is
mainly by the dissipated power of the individual semi
conductors.

The flow probe, a hypodermic needle containing
two thermistors, is shown below in electrical schematic

and physical layout:

>------0V' 1Eo

E out(1}:fk,(frT .r i

/~--l----------o

1..-------------0

,.1---'-.0

Fig. 8. Thermistor-flow transducer,

In general the operating principle of the velocity

/ ••. probe
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probe was based upon the thermal balance between the

velocity sensor RI and the compensating sensor R2 where
the semi-conductors have equilibrium time constarrt tl
and t2 respectively, - the difference in equilibrium time
constants being caused by the exposure of the flow sensor
to the flowing medium and the shrouding effect of the

needle and its encapsulation to the temperature sensor.

The argument is that sensor I will respond to

both oscillatory and mean flow and sensor 2 with its
greater equilibrium time constant will not respond to
flow but will respond to changes of T with respect to time.

However, Rl = R2 in this case and 11= 12 so,

initially, PI = P2 and a balance exists. In situ the
temperature sensor temperature rises to its equ i lLb r i um
temperature, say TI and the temperature of the flow sensor
rises to its temperature T2 by virtue of the influence of

the constant velocity of the cooling blood past it.

T2 r TI because of the

dissipations, therefore 6Tl f 6T2

analysis. Clearly

difference in heat
which defies the above

dRI/
dTl

dR2/
dT2 since the differential

lienee,
This

is a function of temperature as will be shown.

temperature compensation cannot work accurately.
statement will become quite clear when the section on

theory is read.

The experiments performed by Grahn were of a

similar nature. lie used three thermistors - the third
for directional sensitivity. Ilis probes were cathetors
and the directional sensitivity achieved by profiling the
end so that the third thermistor was sensitive to direction
only. He used the method of moni toring the cur r cn t
required to heat the thermistor and hence maintain the

balance of the bridge.
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SECTION 2.B.

BRIDGE NETWORKS TillS WORK.

1.0. INTRODUCTION. Having studied the past approaches

adopted for this method, it beca~c obvious that no serious

attempt was made to scrutinise the theoretical basis of the
method, develop a mathematical model and use this as a
basis for clearing the confusion and conflicting findings
of past work. All too often in a great variety of situ-

ations, work is duplicated and even triplicated fOT lack of
information, lack of communication and lack of recognition

of fundamental similarities.

Firstly, the forced convection
heat dissipation problem - the fundamental concept in this
wo r k - has been studied by many mechanical engineers in
the past and a great deal of knowledge built up. Secondly,
the physical properties of tissue and vessels have been
thoroughly investigated and statistically analysed.
Thirdly, many of the problems associated with the design of

bridge networks have been resolved.

Armed, therefore, with tllis wealth

of knowledge, the following procedure for solving the

I problem was adopted.

1.1. APPROACH.

(1) To evolve a mathematical model of the heat flow
problem - an ideal theoretical model of a heated
sphere placed in a cooling fluid 5tYe~J11. Then to
modify the ideal theoretical model so that it
eventually represents the actual physical case of a
heated thermis tor encapsulated in an epoxy res in and

placed in a tissue cellular matrix.

(2) To investigate the model to predict results and

; ••. es t i mat e
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estimate ideal operating conditions for the

thermistor. Also to estimate the effect of
parametric spreads and find out the most
efficient way to measure, in terms of which

parameters to hold constant and which to measure.

(3) To construct a probe which, subject to manufactur
ing limitations and medical requirements, satisfies
to the greatest extent possible the requirements of
the modified mathematical model.

(4) To develop circuits which will provide optimum

operating conditions for the thermistors as pre
dicted hy the theory and to enable the parameters
to be changed so that theoretical predictions

could be verified.

(5) To set up a series of experiments designed to verify
the theory and elucidate possible practical problems
so that a practical flowmeter may be developed.

(6) To build a practical flowmeter and assess its

utility.

(7) With the above work as a background to establish

guidelines for future work.Univ
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SECTION 2.C.

TilE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN PAST WORK AND TIlIS lIORK.

work and
There were

past work.
a number of differences be twcen this

These are' summari.sed below:-

(1) A formal scientific uppro~ch to the problem was

adopted. The writer knows of no previous work

which, used as its beginning, points a mathematical
model.

(2) Since the work was not initiated by the requirement
for any results specific to a particular medical

experiment, a general engineering approach could be
adopted and a broad application was envisaged.
Accent was placed on the possibility of manufacture
of probes and instruments and standardisation.

(3) The ultimate objective was the development of a

practical device which could be used in a variety
of applications including the possibility of adaption

for industrial use.

(4) From the thermistor theory it can be shown that:-

VII = f (lIT)

From the heat f Low theory it can be shown that t -

VI = f (Vi

Hence it is quite possible to measure any cf the
variables and obtain a "function of a iunction" r e l a t i on-'

Vship between V, I, VI and II and the flow velocity.

In the case of the thcrJaocDuple work VI was measured
. V

for VI 1 cons tan t and in the case of the t hermi s tors II

/ • •. Has
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was measured allowing VI and v to determine its value.

In this work I was held constant and V was
measured hence

Vk = f (v;

with the proviso that VII has a Limi t i ng value
so that bT remains in the region of

The current through the temperature sensor was

also several orders smaller than the current through the
flow sensor. This enabled a very much greater temperature
compensation accuracy than those previously obtained.
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SECTION 3.A.

THEORY

1.0. INTRODUCTION. In order to design a t hc rrni s t or

probe and to apply the correct bi~s conditions to the

thermistor a study was made of the forced convection llcat

dissipation from a heated sphere located in a cooling
fluid stream.

In the past, studies of forced
convection heat dissipation have been made under vastly

differing physical conditions - from large copper heated

spheres located in air flow ducts to molten metal shot

cooling in oil quench baths and even on a macroscopic scale,

cooling of hot dust particles in the atmosphere following

nuclear explosions.

1.1. ASSU~IPTJONS. Two fairly sweeping as s unp t i on s \;0,0

made in order to simplify the study. These arc as follows:-

l.l.l.a) Assumption 1. That the sphere is located freel} in the

fluid stream wi t l.o ut the proximity of any material \lhi<:l1 ,dll

distort the heat flow pattern. This me ans that all t hr- heat

dissipated by the sphere over and above that required to Nain-

t a i n the t cmpe r a tu r e of the sphere at that ef the f l u i c' i.s

freely dissipated to the fillid.

1.1.1. b) Discussion. This is obv i ous Ly not the case since

the the rmi s t or is necessarily partially encapsulated in the

resin and sited at the end of a stainless steel bypDd~!'~ic

needle which is itself a good heat conductor. However, it

can be shewn that there exists an app a rcn t di an.c t c r Do arp
such that

whcr e Do is the actual diameter of the thermistor. I: i,. a

/ (" J ' C ~- " ""' ''•••• 'J .. _,(,...{,.~~
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constant factor and may be found frem

a) The thermal properties of the resin.

b) The general geometry of the prebe.

The scparation bc t wo en the thermistor and the
stainless steel is large ellough for the quantity of heat

conducted away by the needle to be negligible. More ~ill

be said about the factor of k at a latcr ~tage.

1.1.2. aJ Assumption 2. That the fluid flowing freely
past the sphere is at a fixed temperature T

f
lower than

that of the sphere Ts and that, it is homogeneous on th~

same scale i.e. that the largest fluid particle is at

least a factor of 10 2 smaller than the 6phere. A further

assumption is that its velocity is constant for a pcrio~

greater than the time constant of the sphere. This, too,
will be discussed at a later stage.

1.1.2. bJ Discussion. In Section l.D. some of the
statistical physical properties of tissue were discussed

and it seems reasonable to assume that the thermistor will
bc exposed to an average velocity v which

resultant of n small diffusion velocities
is the vectorial
-v such thatn

-v c

n
I:

n c 1

The effect of tissue in contact with the therlnistor

will pr oba bLy only have a small effect on the heat dissipation.

Provided that the cc 11 structure surrounding the t hc rmi s tor

docs not occupy more than, say, 50% of the surface ar ca of the
thermistor then it seems reasonable to assume that t~is will,

in fact, only modulate the value of k by a factor just
smaller than unity. If, perchance, the probe is located'

in fat, however, the theory will no longer hold.

The ambient temperature fluctuations of the blood

are very small indeed, probably of the order of O.25°C max.
in 1 minute. This fluctuation will be compensated for

/
"C·P(·ll·~ ... ,...1V••• co j .. i--."l\;"',
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Circuitry.

I1omogenei ty is obviously not true in t i s s u.. , the

properties of wh i ch vary radically [rom point to paint.
Blood, on the other hand, is homogeneous in comp a r iscn wit.h

the size of the thermistor. (mean diameter of red blood
corpuscle - 7.5).1). 73 Blood coagulation woul d destroy

the validity of the method and is an important consideration

as there arc f e w, if any, substances which, when placed in
contact with blood in the circulatory systeDi, do not cause

an immediate coagulation reaction. (Teflon (R) is
particularly "medically inert"). If, howe vc r , c oaguI a t Lon

is found to present a problem, administration of Hcp a r in
reduces the coagulation tendency and does not simultaneously

radically alter the thermal properties of blood.

1.2. THE PHYSICS. Consider a simplified model, a hc a t ed

sphere placed in a cooling fluid stream. This is an

example of forced convection heat dissipation. The quantity
of heat dissipated from t}le sphere under thcse conditions is

given by the equation:

q = hAt:. T ---------------- 1.0

the heat dissipation of the sphere.

the surface area of the sphere.
the temperature difference bc twc cn the surface of the

sphere and the flowinC mediuill. - Ts - Tf·
the combined unit surface conductance

where

q =
A =
t:.T =

h =
=

=

cal = cals cm 2 deg C
deg C cm 2 sec

he + ii r
the average unit convective conductance + the

unit radiation conductance.

2,0
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Exnmilling tJIC expression 1.0 above in the light
of the actual physical case we see that q is the poweT

dissij1uted by tIle thermistor Ilhich we must assume is
convected to the flui~ hence:

4.186 q = 12R-------------- 3.0

cal =sec lVatts

A is the effective surface area of the thermistor
and is related to D by the expression:o app

A = II n2

o app 4.0

AT is the temperature difference between the blood

and the therreistor.

d eg C = deg C

fi is rather i..o r c con.p Li c a t ed, However, there arc some

sirplifications that can be made. The first is that hr is

negligible in comparison with fic

so

5.0

fi = fic 6.0

fie clearly consists of two parts. The first is

the stntic convection and the sccond the dynamic convection

/ • .. or
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or forced convection. So:

= A + B 7.0

The unit surface convective conductance is a
function of the thermal and physical properties of the fluid

and the sphere and a number of these variables may conveni

ently be r cp rcs cn t ed by tHO dimensionless combinations known
as the Reynolds number and the Prandtl number.

The Prandtl number has no velocity dependence
and is expressed as fo11 0 I\S :

Pr = C \.I
f P f

kf

= cal
X

cm deg C sec X
centipoise

gm deg C cal 1

= cal X cm der; C sec X gm
gm degC cal em sec

=

where:

Cp = the specific heat of the fluid.

\.If = the viscosity of the fluid.

k = the thernal. conductivity of the fluid.
f

The Reynolds number has a velocity dependence

and is expressed as fo1lol\s:-

s.o
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9.0

= em

1
x em X

sec

1

centipoise

where:

=

=

em
1

X gm X cm X em sec

cm3 sec gm

-v

=

=

=

the diameter of the sphere.

the density of the fluid.

the velocity of the fluid.

Now from the work of Cary 37 ,Kramers 3 C ,Hol man B

Ran z & Nar s h a l I ve ,and Kreith ~I ,it was established by

careful comparison that for the physical conditions in this

study, the dimensions of the sphere and the o r dc r s of

Reynolds and Prandtl number CPr • 2 X 10 3 &Rc + 10) tllat

an equation of the form

,

=

10.0

holds true. It is surprising to note here that there is only

a very small ch:mge in the value of the cons t cn t s and the Loru
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of the equation for very large changes in the physical

properties, dimensions, velocities and thermal properties

of the fluid and sphere.

Dimensional analysis of this equation yields

the result:

sec

cal X cm X cm deg C
1 cal

=

em X_gm X cm X
sec cIa' 1

em sec

gm

Substituting 10.0 into 1.0 and adjusting tho

subscripts we get an equation \·..hich represents the actual

physical case.

4.186 IT D 2 6To app k:b

___________11.0

wh i ch "hen simplified is of the form:

where:

______.12. 0

=
=

the static unit surface conve c t i ve con duc t an cr-,

the dynamic unit surface convective conductance.

/ • •. Helice
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lIence, in words, the powe r dissipated f rom the

thermistor to the blood is preportional to t.he tcmp e r a t ure

difference and proportional to a constant AI plus 0 1 times

the square root of the mean velocity ~ of the stream.

That P will, in fact,vary with the physical and

thermal properties of the blood and the therQistor cannot

be disputed but the variations expected are of several orders

of magnitude smaller than the cantri but ion by 0, II T and
A.

1.3. PARA}lETERS.

I 2 R is the power dissipation in the thermistor and is

expressed in wa t t s , It is the unknown quantity.

Do is the apIJarent diameter of the thermistor. It isaJ2E -
related to the actual diameter Do by a constant k vhlc.h is

nominally unity but is modulated by two factors viz. the

thermistor encapsulation which will tend to increase k and

the possibility of the tissue cellular matrix partially

covering the thermistor wh i ch will tend to reduce k ,

liT is the temperature difference between the blood and the

thermistor and must be made as high as possible. There arc,

however, three factors which limit the magnitude of liT.

These are:

a) pain limit due to heating of the surrounding tissue

b) cellular damage caused by the high temperature

c) possible consequences on coagulation time.

All three of these effects become apparent. 1Lt

temperatures in excess of 42°C which correspollds to d

liT of SoC. This was accepted as true for the purposes of

this work but the wr I tel' believes that some s i np l c s ub j c c t i \'0

and ob j e c t i ve t es ts should be pe rforn.e d before future work is

/ .•• attempted.
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As it will later become apparent, it would

more convenient if 6T could be r~ised above

kb is the thermal conductivity of the blood and has a value
of 12.1 X 1O-~ cal/cm sec deg C with a normal deviation of
+ 2.0 X 10-~ ca l Zcm sec deg C•.

Vb is the viscosity of the blood and has a value of 2.7
centipoise with a normal deviation of! 0.2 centipoise 72

Pb is the density of the blood and has a value of 1.060

gm/cm 3 with a normal deviation of 0.040 gm/cm 3 73

CPb is the specific heat of the blood and has a value of

1.060 cal/gm deg C, with a normal deviation of 0.040 cal/gm
dcg • C.

v is the velocity of the blood in the region of the thermistor.

1.4. THEORETICAL INVESTIGATION OF THE EQUATION.

A. The first investigation of equation 11.0 IIBS performed
in order to study the relationship between P the povc r
dissipation in the thermistor and v the average velocity of
the fluid past the thermistor for different values of 6T.

-All other variables were held constant. v was

Lnc r emcn t cd from 0.1 to 10.0 em/sec (this was a • gues s t i ma t c '
since the average tissue f Lov rate in the body per we i gh t of

tissue is 100 ml/kg sec). This was repeated for AT ~ O.SoC

to 4.0 0 C.

The value of Do app was chosen as 0.05 ern (Standard

Telephones &Cables Ltd., U23US thermistors - Do = 0.040;
+ 0.030.cms).

Equation 11.0 was programr..ed on an IBN 1130 conput e r

I ... and
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and solved by means of nested 'do-loops'. The results

are plotted on graph 3.A.G.l. This graph shows fairly

clearly the optimum bias conditions for the thermistor since

the pain limit bounds the workable area from above and for
6T low, the value of dP/dv approaches a constant value for
high flow rates.

B. The second investigation of equation 11.0 was performed
in order to assess the effect of the parametric spreads. (normal

deviations). The results are plotted on graph 3.A.G.2. Each
was taken through its normal deviation with all the others

fixed at their nominal values.

D a) The change in power with density and specific heat is
very small, each at its maximum deviation producing a

change of not more than 2% in the value of P.

b) The cllange in power with viscosity is also small, a
maximum change of viscosity producing 2.5% change in

the value of P.

•

c) Changes in the normal thermal conductivity of blood
produce a far greater effect, however - up to 20% in P.
This variation, however, is linear over the range of
interest and if deemed necessary it may be possible to

relate this to some measurable - such as hem~tocrit

value awl apply a linear correction factor should

quantitative results be desired.

d) The thernistor diameter has, of course, the greatest
effect. Again the important point is that this

variation is very nearly linear and hence lends itself

to compensation by gain adjustment.

From a) Discussion:

k Do

and from the graph:

/ . .. r~
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P=a+k1D° app
=a+k1kD° 13. 0

for a fixed flow velocity.

If Pin is the input power ,of an amplifier and

Pout is the output power such that Pin/Pout = a then if
P • Pin we have that

14. 0

and it will be possible to suitably calibrate a probe with

any value of D by adjusting the power gain of itso Dpp
associated amplifier. This could be used as a technique
for standardisation of probes.

Another interesting p~int to note is that, as the
apparent diameter of the thermistor increases, so the slope

of the P vrs ~ for fixed 6T also increases, paking measure
ments more sensitive. Ilowever, the pain level limit
together with the increasing the thermal inertia of the

thermis tor dictates that there must be an optimum Do app.

•
e) The r c Lst i ons h i p of p owc r and temperature: d i f fc rcn ce

was plott~d for reference.

1. 5. FURTHER TIlEORETI CAL INVESTI GArrON.

1.5.1. TIIEPJ-lISTORS. N.T.C. The ru i s t c rs are p r cp a r ed
from the high resistivity oxides of the iron group of

transition elements:

Cr /.In Fe Co or Ni

Usually they arc made of 50:50 percent mole

/ ••• coinp o s i tiOJ1~
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compositions of Mg C1'2 O~ and Fe Fe2 O~. TIley are t.r ans fo rne d

into semi-conduct.ors by the addition of small ,JJc()\m i ; of

foreign ions which have a different valency an~ are provided

with compensating ions in order t.o preserve their clcctro
neutrality.

The resistance variation of these thermistor~ in a
broad temperature region is expressed by the simple c qu.rt ion :

R '"
15. 0

Where A and B arc constants wh i ch dCpCi1C en ti?·(~J.y upc n

the nature of the s emi conduc t or :r.<\teTial. CI. IS def i.ncd <.' t l.«

temperature coefficient and is exp~esscd as follows:

C/. '"
II dR.

R I ell =

and is in the region of 1 to 5 ~ per deg. C.

3.4% for S.T.C. U23US type5.

1.5.2. POWER DISSIPATION. Equatie~ 15.0 may b~ ~~i:t~~:

log R '". e

if;

Tb =

T
t '"

D =

the temperature of the bleed.

the temp8rature of tIle thermistor.

the dissipation factor - l ;e . the P0\'lCT requh.:oi LO

raise the temper~tllrc of tile thcr~i~t0r IJy l~C tl:cn

------------~----_ ..._- -----.._--,-
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now

P = VI 19. 0

. . log V + loa I =e °e

also from 17.0

log V - log Ie e

•. . log V = II
e 2

20. 0

This equation has all extreme v&lue as a function of T if:

d loge
V 0 2l. 0I d

=T
t

-----

in wh i ch case

1 B=

2 (Tt - T ) 2 Tt
2

b

i.e. 2B (Tt - Te) = 2 Tt
2 22. 0---------

Tt max can be obtained f r om the fo rrrula :

1I b +
2

--------_.-
2a

I . . . (T!...:
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(The va l ue of the minus sign gives the te;'1,1Cr"ture

corresponding to the maximum va Lue of vol lab") .: .i Ly if

B > 4 T
t

will this max imum be present and for B = 2 ()~)a

which is the case for the U23US tllermistor t~cn

Tt max = 23. 0

1.5.3. THERMAL TIME CONSTANT.

I f a t l.e rmi s tor has a uniform t emper s ture dud ng COOli.~I.c;

then the following equation holds for its cDolinp durjng a

time dt

Hdt = D (T-T) ciTe -------------_. 24. (.

where II is the he a t capacity of the thermistor in jou1 c:s/deg r;

This yields

2s , 0----------_.-_..~ ...-

Hwhere r = I D. r is termed the thermal time ccr.s t an t and

represents the time required for the th c nni s t or to chu!'./";,-, to

1/ of the total difference between its initial and I~n~l
e

temperature when subjected to a step function in tcmp~rature.

1.6 [QUATIO;; 11.0 RE1'IRITTEN. Equation 11.0 is oj" 1'.0 gr e a t.

value in its [resent f o rri since, in or de r to mc as ure V ! t

would be ne cess ary to hold VII constant and measure VI whic}.

is technically possible but more difficult.

Rewriting 11.0 we get

I . . , VI ee
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VI = 4.186IT D ~T
oapp

Therefore:

47

O.S 0.33

'6 fZ. 0.0.6r0":: "6j[\P~

D
o app

26.0

and so

= 2.0+0.6

G
VI

4.186ITD llT k
boapp

0.33

-v =

[ VI

L4.186 DoappIT.6llt k b

2 .~l2

0.6J

0.33

________27.0

It now remains for llT to be rewritten in terms of V and I

in compliance with the characteris tics of the thermis tors.

1... From
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From equatio~ 15. 0 we get

V

T = B IrA
t e

28. Q

and H = T - To ~c o~ .1.

V

hence l\T = B IA T
b-

e 30. 0

NO\'l furn l shcd h'ith equations 27.0 and 30.0 it

is possible to obtain the relationship between the flnw
v e Lo c i ty v and the vol t age and cu rren t V & I of the t!lerJr.b tor.

If 1 is fixed in value then llT ~:ill vary and i1: is,
therefore, necessary to add the proviso that

Because of the difficUlty of separating the
variables in cquat i ons 30. 0 and 27. 0, the FoLl ow In g pro

cedure was adopted for solution by meens of the CO~~0'eT:

a)

b)

Choose a velue of I
For the restrictio~ that 61 • (T

t
- Tb) where

and Tb ::; 37°C determine f r cm 30. 0 the va l ue s

correspond. Le. the set of V whi ch su i t ,

c) Now put these values of V into cqua t i.oo Tl , 0 ;C,l)(·

determine the corresponding range of flow Ycloci~ics

which suit.

1.7. FINAL THEORETICAL RESULlS.
0.1 rnA in steps of 0.1 n~ to ~ m~.

I was var i e d i C~\~:l

F6r ~hes~ values o~

I, V falls in the n-gian 0.80 t.c 3.40 vo lts , Bl"J tOle

corresponding fJOll velocities wer e 0 to lOOcT:J!s(·r:.
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Graph 3. A. G. 3. shows an extract irom thes e curves 
that of I • 2.0mA to I = 2.8 rnA. Clearly of all the
values of I, this range is best suited for this "ork. The

full range of flow velocities is covered and the rate of
change of V with v is high.

Due to the nature of equation 27. 0 the relationship

is not simple. In equation 27. 0 the term

VI

has a value of zero when

2.0

0.60

31. 0

VI =
32. 0

and is negative whcn

VI

4.186ITDoapp 0.60 bT kb

< 2.0

0.60
33. 0

Condition 32. 0 arises when the equilibrium is

obtained by virtue of the static convectional heat

dissipation only. Condition 33. 0 corresponds to a
negative di rcction of power flow 1. c. when the bJ ood heats
the t.he rin i s tor and, under normal conditions, the c.onvec t i on
is by means of both the static and dynamic mechanisms.

This concludes the theoretical predictions based on

the mathematical model.
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SEcn O~1 ;;.Il.

PROBES.

l.0 OBJECTIVE. Given the criteria that the techniqlw

described above dictates, the objective was to design and

build a thermistor probe in such' a way that it closest

r os e mblcd the theoretical ideals and at the same time "..as

simple and easy to make.

l.l. O. TIIEOf-ETl CAL I DEALS. The ideal model of a

thermistor probe for usc with the above technique is as

follows: -

1.1. 1 . PIIY sr CAL I DEALS.

a) The thermiStor must be of such a shape that it has the

minimum possible volume for the greatest possible surface area.

It must also be physically small. This means that its

thermal inertia will be low and the po wer dissipated, by virtue

of its self-heating, to its surrounds, will be high.

b) The thermi star must have the greatest possible value of

dR/ dT so that minimum amplification is required.

c) The electrical connections to the thermistor must be

good electrical conductors and poor heat conductors so that

heht conllot be removed along the conductors.

d) The thermistor must be capable of being placed freely

in the f l owi n g me d i um so that it is separated from any

mat e r i a I i.h i ch could distort the heat flow pattern, insulate

from the flowing medium or raise its thermal inertia.

e) The thermistor must have a low

s c rccn cd f r on stray c Lc c tromagnc t Lc

trically insulated from the flowing

impedance, be

radiation "nd

medium.

well

Le elec-

f) The probe nu s t preferably not be d ire c t i c n sensitive

/ • •• 50
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so that it can be si ted in the f1o~ling medium from any

angle with little or no difference in performance.

1.1.2. ~lEDICAL REQUIREMENTS.

a) The thermistor must be of such a shape and size that

it will reasonably average the effects (on a macroscopic

scale) of the local tissue composition variations.

b) The probe must be small enough to minimise trauma

associated with its insertion.

c) The probe must be able to withstand repeated insertions
without damage.

d) The probe must be easy to handle and insert and must be
physically robust.

e) It must be boil able for sterilisation or must be able

to be sterilised with gas.

f) It must be made of materials which will not contaminate

or be contaminated by any of the biological fluids. In

particular, it must not cause clotting of blood as this

would seriously impair operation.

1.2. PRACTICAL LIMITATIONS. Naturally the practical

limitations will inhibit realisation of the ideal. Consider

the following limitations and their effect on the ideal

probe.

Commercially available bead thermistors 2re always

spherical or nearly spherical in shape. This is simply a

manufacturing limitation. Sizes are variable and are

determined by the manufacturing processes and arc generally

a function of the viscosity and surface tension of the semi

conductor material at the temperature of formation of the

bead. The dimensions arc in the region of O.30mlfi to
. + •

in diameter with a poor tolerance of - 50, to

Whi Le the spherical shape and phys ieal size

I . . . defeats
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defeats the requirements of 1.1.1. a), it contributes

somewhat towards that of 1.1. 2 a). Closer tolerance

thermistors are available but are costly. They are
simply sorted with regard to size, shape or resistance
value.

The value of dR/ dT for commercial thermistors is

between 1% and 5% per °c at 20°C and can be tailored by
the manufacturers as reques ted. This was found to be qui te
acceptable for the biasing of the thermistors in this
application. i.e. at 37°C and with the temperature varia-
tions expected. (condition l.l.l.b) ).

The conductors arc made of material ~hich, at most,
contributes towards satisfying condition l.l.l.c). Platinum

alloys and, in particular, Platinum Ruthenium wires are uS0d.
These are extremely thin. (O,025mm to 0,07Smm in dia.)

Thermal conductivity of Pt 1. 77 wat t s Zi.nf C

Thermal conductivity of Cu 9.77 watts/ineC
Electrical conductivity of Pt 10.0 1.1 n cm!

Electrical conductivity of Cu 1.72 1.1 n cm!

The thermistors are usually coated in an extremely
thin layer of lead glass to prevent them from disintegrating
and since thoy arc normally very delicate even with this
coating, they must further necessarily be encapsulated in 3

resin for mechanical rigidity. In order, howeve r , to least
impair the heat dissipation qualities a minimum of 501 of
the surface area of the thermistor must be covered in a very

thin layer of the resin. Further, investigations into the
nature of muscle tissue, generally, have shown that stain

less steel hypodermic needles of l5g to 18g arc suitable for
repeated insertion with the minimum of trauma and tissue
damage. They are also, fortunately, large cnough to

accommoda t e thermis tors within their bores. The t he rmi s tor
must be placed as far f orwa r d in the n ecdl c as possible

without bearing the major stress of parting the tissue.

/ ..• The
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The resin has now to s~tisfy three conditions:-

1) It must have a high mechanical tensile strength.

2) It must have a low thermal conducti vi ty so that it

will not sUbstantially increase ;he thermal inertia of the
thermistor.

3) It must have a high thermal conductivity so that it

does not thermally insulate the thermistor from the flowing
medium.

Conditions 2) and 3) above are in direct conflict
but, as it happens, epoxy resins (chosen for their hardness
and adhesive qualities) have neither a high nor low thermal
conductivity - typically 1 to 4 X 10- 3 cal/cm/oC/sec -
nor has lead glass - typically 2 X 10- 3 cal/cm/oC/sec.

Condition 1) is also adequately satisfied - typically 350 to
2

750Kg/cm • ~ 3 Epoxy resins have a high dielectric strength
I 2 ~ ~

1 to 10 X 10 ohm ems and they are often recommended
~ sfor implantable electrodes so, thus far, conditions

1.1.1. d) and e) and 1.1.2. b), c) and f) are reasonably

satisfied.

The thermistors are boilable T max = 180°C

but it is preferable to use gas sterilisation.

(condition 1.1.2.e).

The stainless steel hypodermic needle is naturally

direction sensitive but provided that it can be held rigidly
in one position relative to the flowing medium, the effect of
different orientations can only be to increase or decrease
sensitivity. Since the purpose was to develop an instruQent

for qualitative measurements only, this presents no severe

limitation. (condition 1.1.1. f).

The probe body could probably lest be mane of

/ .•. Teflon
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Teflon (R) but, although Teflon (R) is extremely inert
and vhas va high tensile strength, it suffers f r c.. s cve r c

plastic deformation and is difficult to machine.

Nylatron (R) was chosen for ease. (condition 1.1.2.d)

Having reasonably satisfied all the ideal
requirements, the probe design wlll now be discussed.

1. 3. DESIGN.

Thermistors. Fig. 3.b.l., shows the specification sheets
for two thermistor types that could be used. Because of

their closer tolerance, smaller physical size, greater
dR/ dT and specific design purpose, the Standard Telephone G
Cables Ltd., type U23US (R) were used.

Hypodermic Needles. Galaxy (R) disposable 18g stainless
steel syringe type hypodermic needles were used. Fig. 3.B.2.
The moulded plastic syringe fitting was removed and the

needle belled out slightly at its squared-off end. This
was done on a vertical drill press \dth a long conical machine
tool bit. The stainless steel was found to be vcry hard
and care had to be taken so as not to tear the met31. A very
shallow angle was used to prevent the needle from sliding
through its guide hole.

Probe Body. Fig. 3.B.2. This was machined f r orn Nylatron(R)
stock on a centre lathe with a three jaw self centering
chuck. Threads were cut with taps and dies. Section C was

placed in a circular collet to prevent distortion ~lcn the
thread was tapped and the drill bit left in section S wlien

its thread was cut. A shallow rake angle and a d~cp cut

gives the best finish.

Cables r nd rll.1g~ Single core braided screened cable and
RCA (R) plugs and sockets were used.

Thermistor extension wires. 4Bf (0.0072") tinned C0ppCT
wires were used for the extension and connection I~jres.

/ ..• Epoxy
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STC

DESCRIPTION

THERMISTORS

Type U

Unmounted bead

....
v

The type U is a very scnsmve thermistor responding rapidly to changes of environment
and temperature. It IS Intended pnrnanty for usc In katharometry and anen-crnetry. but can
be used for temperature measurement. OWing to Its small size It IS parucularfy useful for

special medical applications where space IS at a premIum.

The type U thermistor is manufactured by forming a bead of thermistor material on two

platinum ruthenium wires of 0,025 rnm (O 001 In) diameter, The bead IS then coated with a
layer of lead glass approximately 0,025 mm (0,001 in) t htck to protect the surface of the

thermistor from the surrounding medium. The thermistor so formed IS lemon-shaped and of
approximate diameter 0,4 mm (0015 in). It IS available In Single ended (U23US) or double

ended (U23UD) configurations.

The standard U thermistor IS available In only one value of resistance. However. other

sizes and resistance values are available to special order.

STANDARD TYPE (U2J)

Resistance at 20 C (R~,,)

Resistance at 25 C (approximately)

Minimum operanng resistance (approximately)

B nominal
Temperature coefficient at 20'C (approximately)
Emu In free air at 20 C (typical)

t-laxrmum operating current in free air at 20 C

June 1967

2 kn
11 kn

60 n
2900 'K

-3-4 %I'C
1-5 V

16 rnA

U-l

Standard Telephones and Cables Limited
Thermistor Products, Edinburgh Way, Harlow, Essex
Telephone: Harlow (STD Code OBS 96) 26811 Telex: 81146
COMPONENTS GROUP
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Type U
CONTINUED

GENERAL DATA

Maximum ambient temperature, TAmax

Maximum bead temperature

r-taxrrnurn mean power dissipation in free air
at 20 C averaged over any 20 ms period

r-taxrmum instantaneous power drss.panon In free air

at 20 C

Standard resistance tolerance

Nominal thermal cooling time constant

Dissipation constant

STC

180 C

180 'C

14 mW

28 mW

=20 %
1 0

0087 mWj C

SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS

A large increase In the cost of a thermistor is often produced by only a small change In the
specification. Since the cost is also dependent upon the quantity. it is advisable to contact the
Technical Sales department whenever a non-standard thermistor IS required.

Type U thermistors arc available as matched pairs to Within 5 per cent at 20 C (I e. the
resistances of the two thermistors at 20'C are such that the value of the lower resistance
thermistor IS Within 5 per cent of that of the higher resistance thermistor). The suffix: letters
MP should be added to the code number when ordering matched pairs. e.g. U23US becomes
U2JUSMP.

OUTLINES

June 1967

Drmensron mm m

A (nom.) 0,4 0016

B (approx.) O,S 0·020

C (mm.) 2SA 1·0

D (approx.) 0.13 O,OOS

U-2
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STC u

Type U
CONTINUED

Voltage v. Current in Free Air

r-; I

i
I

1

I i I
I Ii

! I

I

I
,

I

",,-'

I

I

i Tamb=20 ac

i

!

~U~2:J.3-+--L-.-lJ'\.
"'""'-

/

1/
01 10 100

CURRENT (mAl

June 1967 U-l
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u STC
Type U

CONTINUED

Resistance v, Temperature
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Type U

CONTINUED

Power Derating

20080 120 160

AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (oe)
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u STC
Type U

CONTINUED

Resistance v. Input Power

1614126 8 10

POWER INPUT (mW)
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Epoxy Resins.

They arc listed

in Fig. 3.B.3.

58

Five varieties of epoxy resin were tried.

together with the purpose and evaluation

1.4 ASSEMBLY. In the design of a probe of such small

dimensions great emphasis must be placed on simplicity of
construction so that a number of identical probes may be
made without a large variation in the characteristics of

each. The following probe design and assembly was
developed through numerous trials. I t is simple and
effective ,

The major problem areas were as follows:-

a) Creep of Res ins.

b) Soldering of thermistors to extension wires.

c) Achieving a high insulation resistance between thermistor

leads and the metal of the hypodermic needles.

d) Centering the thermistor in the bores of the needles.

The solution to these problems is contained in the

assembly method which n oi... follows:

Step 1. Photographs P.I., P3 &P.4. show the method of
preparation of the extension wires. P.l. shows how the
48 gauge (0.0072") wires were extended be twecn th e knife

supports by means of lead fislling sinkers. The wires
were connected to an ohmmeter to serve as a check for short
circuits and they were separated where the sinkers naturally

touched by means of two pieces of cardb oa rd , P. 3. sho vs
how the wires were edged up to each other to a separation of
+ 0.005". A drop of Pratley's (R) white epoxy glue \;.15

I ... placed
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I Namo .f Prodvct Araldite Protfers Clear Epoxy Quickse' Glue Pratleys White Epoxy Glue Polylite 710 A Clear Epoxy 365

Polyester Resin Activator and Dose

Supplier or Maker Cibo_Geigy ltd. P ratleys Mfg. & Engo Co. ltc!. ?rotleys Mfg. & Engo Coo Ltd. Poly- Resin Products ltd.

Basl& Switzerland Transvaal Transvaal Durban

Encapsulation .f

Thermistors

1hlting Excellent Excellent Good • Poor Poor

Evaluotion Slightly slow to cure Slightly fast to cure • For 'emperoture Sensor Low odhesion to stainless s tee I Softening when in (ontad with

T,",is mey easily be o((el~"nted "~ord ond !-los high tensile pro~es ol'\ly prevented use saline for protracted periods

by the applic:otion of heat strength Hard. breaks up under thermal prevented u ••

Hard and has high tenslle High adhesive strength to expansion caused by heatil"!g Peeling on the bevelled edge

I
~tren9th 5talnless 5teel of thermi5tor for the flow of the needle

I Recommended (C'f' encapsulation Difficult to work wHh becouse of sensor
I of implantable electrodes high viscosity and quick c'.Jrlng High tensile strengthI
I High adhesion to stainless time _ sets in 10 minutes High adhesion to stainless steel

I steel 0' room temperature Easy to work because of

Difficult to w".)rk becouse of moderote curing time and

I
lew viscosity CIt (.'uelerating colour - very important

temperatlJres ~ Water absorption is high .
because of chalk content

I (±O·2Zbyvol.),
!

P.d:'esion of

El':.tension Wires
~.
~oting PC)or I G:--:-cod Excellent

Evoluotion Ultimate strength In 3'" 4 days I Does not cause seporution of Cures overnight and Not used Not used
T•• slow 1'0 use in practise wires from s!'cinless steel chalk particles cause good

I Jig is likely to b e ''''Jmped by nepdle separCltio" .f Clutsides .f..
SQm~')ne b~fore ultimate rxtension wires fro"", I

i

I
strength is acheived inside wall of needle

I,
I
I I 3.5.3

~
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placed between the forefinger and thumb and run the
length of the extens ion wires. The result was *2 smooth
clean bonding be twecn and on the outside edges of the
wires as shown in P.4. After overnight curing the
bonded wires were cut into appropriate lengths and the
epoxy removed at each end. (Fig. 3.B.4.D.)

It was found that the chalk granules of the white
epoxy provided a good key for the lacquer coat so that the
extension wires were well insulated from the inside of the
hypodermic needle.

Step 2. The thermistor shown in P.6. was then soldered
to the two extension wires. (Fig. 3.B.4. A, B & C.)

This was by far the most difficult task in assembling the
probes. The best approach was found to be to secure the
extension wires by means of Cellotape (R) and hold the
thermis tor with shortened leads, by its leads, in the j aws

of a pair of tweezers. The whole assembly was then
coated in clear lacquer several times along its length in
order to build up insulation and strength. As a check,
the thermistor resistance was monitored continuously during
this stage. The lacquered assembly is shown in P.5.

Step 3. The cable end (Fig. 3.8.4. G &H) was prepared
and passed through the cable end of the probe body.
Fig. 3.B.2.C.) and shown in P.2. The cable end was soldered
to the extension wires (Fig. 3.B.4. E &F) and the cable
extracted so that the soldered joints were well inside the

probe body.

Step 4. Fig. 3.B.5. shows the probe assembly jig which was
made of Perspex (R). The hypodermic needle, complete with
probe body screw was clamped in the probe assembly jig.
The assembled cable, extension wire, thermistor and probe

body was passed through the hole for the probe body and up

the clamped hypodermic needle until the thermistor was sited
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Co?pper Wires

.,.

Silicon chip

Epoxy Resin

---~ ===== I

Needle body

-
Wires to be threaded through needle, needle to be filled with epoxy resin

and ground off CIt an angle of 2S' to the tentre line.

Silicon chip to be deposited or positioned so as to make electrical

connection to the copper wires.

Silicon chip :!:2k ohms resistante

and 2 to 3 thou. thick, to be protected

with very thin layer of resin or gloss (oxidised silicon)

3.8.6
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in its correct position at the bevelled end of the needle.
To obtain the correct siting it was often necessary to

rotate the assembly and gently prod the thermistor into
the correct position. The probe body was then clamped
in the probe assembly jig. (shown in P. 7.)

Step 5. The jig was then positioned vertically and the
probe body filled with the encapsulating epoxy resin by
means of a hypodermic needle and disposable syringe. The
probe body screw was then screwed into the probe body to a

depth of approximately 0.250". This forced the resin up
the hypodermic needle past the soldered joints and into the
bevelled end. ~nen the thermistor was judged to be
sufficiently covered, the jig was canted so that the
bevelled end was horizontal. The screw was given a slight

tightening to allow for the contraction creep of the resin,
and the assembly was left to cure. (Shown in P.B.)
Accelerated curing was obtained by the application of heat.

(blower heater). Again the resistance of the thermistor

was monitored during this process.

Step 6.
machined

P.9.

The curing complete,
flush in a lathe. The

the protruding screw was
finished probe is shown in

1. 5 EVALUATION. There is no doubt that expertise is
built up through experience. Probes were built on three
occasions and the following page contains a brief summary
of the successes. Only on the last two occasions was the

method as outlined above used.
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Probe Assembly Jig

I LO· I

.0.2S}-- -10.25
hole for probe needle

0.375" 'J5= -J-W{ 2.0· \

I "..=J 1°·375

T'
-10.5"

3.5"

:~._--. --_.

Thumb Screws

I .+(l-_._-

C.S. Screws ~

~

J .0.5

TJ:,'L J
~ ---- -----
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hole for probe body

I
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Occasion Number of Number of Number of Faults Insulation

Probes Thermistors Probes if any Res is t
attempted broken or completed

damaged

1 2 5 2 Resin softened when
I in contact with saline,,

for protracted periods. SMohm
Poor cleavage to stain-
less steel

!-

~ 3 2 2 White epoxy used hence~

I probes were useful for
• te~perature mcaSUTCillents . SMohm
I

I only. (white epoxy

I absorbs water (0.2) %)
I

!,
II :.; 5 0 5 Slightly variable

resin thickness between lOMohn.
thermistor and fluid
flow otherwise none
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It would appear that the technique is g ccd and

could probably be introduced on to a production basis with

very few aids. In the following section an evaluation

of the effectiveness of the encapsulation will be discussed.

1. 6. FUTURE WORK The prospect of using some sort of

pulsed technique (which will be outlined under ("FURTHER
RESEARCH") necess itates:

a) Increasing the heat conduction to the f Low i ng medium.

b) Decreasing the thermal inertia of the probe.

c) Increasing the resistance tolerance of the temperature
clement.

d) Decreasing the spread of the thermal characteristics

of the probes.

Correspondence was entered into with the National

Elec~rical Engineering Research Institute of the South

African Council for Scientific and Industrial Research on
the possibility of their being able to make a probe as

shown in Fig. 3.B.6.

Indications were that it would present no great

problem and the method adopted would have been to prepare a

thin metal-diffused resistor in a silicon slice, then to

evaporate convenient metalised contact areas and, after

dicing, mount one upside down on a prepared needle tip by

means of a conducting epoxy.

Such a resistor would have a positive temperature

coefficient of just less than 1% per CC and provided that

it could be made small enough, it would satisfy all the

requirements above.

/ ... SECTlON 3.C.
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SECTION 3.C.

CIRCUITRY.

1. O. INTRODUCTION. Two circuits were developed for the
experimental work. The first, 'called circuit 1.,

consisted ot two single constant current networks - one
for the flow sensor thermistor and the other for the
temperature sensor thermistor - and a comparitor and
amplifier. This circuit was designed so that each
cons tan t current net work and the compari tor was highly
flexible with regard to the biasing of the thermistors and
the ratio of comparison of the voltage signals. This was
deliberately done so that the performance could be explored
over a large range of flow velocities and a large range of
temperature differences. The circuit was used for most of

the experimental work although it was decidedly not simple
and easy to use.

The second circuit, called circuit 2,
was developed in order to overcome a number of problems

associated with the first. It consisted of a constant
cur r cn t bridge network with thermis tors in oppos i t e a r.ns of
the bridge. The bridge was designed to be symmetrical in
all respects except that of the current flowing in each arm.
The bridge was followed by a comparitor network, the ratio
of comparison being rather a function of the bridge nct~urk

than the comparitor. The number of circuit variables was
reduced to an absolute minimum and the circuit was designed
to be simple and easy to us e , Me t er i.ng was self-contained.

As previously noted the resistance

of a thermistor obeys the law

B/
R = Ae T

For the thermistors used B is quoted
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in the specifications as being 2900 0K and R(20) , the

resistance of the thermistor at 20°C = 2kn.

2000

A = e 2900

293

= 0.1050

= 2000
e 9. 9

Now 50°C was chosen as the upper limit for the

flow sensor and at this temperature

R = 0.1050 e
2900

323 soon

This was verified by exposing the thermistor to

f l.o wi.ng wat e r held at fixed t cmpe r a t ures , At temperatures

above 50°C the rate of flow affected the resistance of the

the rmi s t o r , Be l o w 50°C no change of resistance was

observed for changes in flow rate.

At this point, the bias conditions were:

Flow Sensor Naxinl~j

RTh

VTh

=

=

800 n
6.0 volts

!Th

PTh

'1.5 mA

= 17.75 mW

37°C lias chosen as the upper limi t for the temperature

sensor so that the heat f Low would always be from the blood

to the thermistor. At 37°C

R = 0.10500
2900

310 1.2 kn

A current of 0.60 mA was chosen and hence the
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bias conditions were:

Temperature Sensor Maximum

RTh = 1. 2 kn

VTh = 0.72 vol ts

Further,

ITh = 0.60 rnA

PTh = 0.43 mW

= Re

This works out for small excursions frem a fixed bias
point (50°C and 37°C in this example) to be 23.2 n/oK for

the flow sensor and 35.2 n/oK for the teuperature sensor.

dV/ dT = dR/ dT =

which is: 174 my/oK for the flow sensor and 21.1 nVrK
for the temperature sensor.

Therefore, for small excursions about T the gain
difference in the two paths must be 174/21.1 = 8.25 for
approximate voltage tracking.

1.1. CIRCUIT 1.

1. 1. 1. DES I GN PIll LOSOPIlY . The con5tant current
networks were designed around a simple single transistor
current source wh i ch , despite all its inherent tempcrature
dependcnce limitations, was deemed sufficiently accurate
for a first experimental network.

The circuit is shown in Figure 3.C.1., and the
design details arc included at the back of this work in

Addendum 3.

/ .. , 1. 2. CIRem T 2.
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1,2, CIRCUIT 2.

1, 2 ,1, DESIGN PHILOSOPHY,

Consider the ideal circuit below:

~1

v out = at V in

= te2/'lr1. V in

V in ~ if and V out
tel

=

+ = V in
'lrl

+ v out

= V in + ;::-2 V in
;;"1 l·lft3

+ 6-2 1
'lrU3J

/ ' , .Iicnce
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hence i e is independent of ~e and is a function of V in and

~l. ~2 and ~3 only. This circuit provides a very accurate

current source and is realisable in practice if:

a) The input offset voltage is very small in comparison
with V in.

b) The input offset current is very small in comparison

wi th if'

c) The voltages
capab iIi ties

i ~3 + (if + i ) ~
lie

of the amplifiers.

is within the linear

d) The impedances ~l. ~2 and ~3 are of such values as not
to violate the stability criteria.

Consider further the following bridge circuit:

t'2

t'1

t'2

t'1

/ ... if
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if ifa and i fb are small compnred wi th i l a and i l b and if

1 + ri-Za 1 i>-Zb
= +

-6-1 a ;!-lari-3a ;!-l b -6-lbt>-3b

then i l a = ilb

and if -6-l a = -6-l b

then VIa = Vlb

and the bridge is in balance irrcspective of the values of

-6-l a = -6-l b and V in

Further, if

-6-1 a = ;!-l b

ri-Za = ;!-Zb

then the output of the bridge

VIa Vlb
= (i l a *1 + i l a *3 i l b *lb + i l b *\)a a

= i l a *la + Vin i'r2 a i l b -6-1b + Vin;!-Zb

-6-1 a *3a *lb*3 b

=

If thc two amplifiers share the same substrate

there is a decided further advantage to this circuit and,
that is, that any thermal drift is likely to reflect in a

common mode voltage i. e. if the ampl Hiers have a thermal

/ ••• drift
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drift, say, Vt d then

and provided that the differential amplifier which follows
has a high common mode rejection

The circuit is shown in Figure 3.C.2. &Figure 3.C.3.
and the design details are included at the back of this work
in Addendum 4.

Picture (PI) shows the assembled bridge. Addendum 4.

1.3. TEMPERATURE COMPENSATION.

From Section 3.A. Theory it was shown that if V is

measured with I constant 6T will vary with the flow rate.

lienee, it is not valid to fix a, the gain difference between

the flow sensor and temperature sensor for a fixed current

I in the flow sensor.

Generally

if =

then

where VIis the vol t ag e acros s the flow sens or and.

TI and T1 + 6T are two temperatures which the flow sensor

might experience due to the cooling fluid flow. V2 is the

voltage across the temperature sensor, fixed at a temperature

of T2

There is only one way to achieve accurate temperature

/ ... compcnsation.
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compensation and that is to hold the resistance of the flow

sensor constant and to measure its power dissipation

i.e. v
r = k measures V X I

However, let us consider Circuit 2.

For I = 4.7 mA for the flow sensor,

dV
~ 140 my/oK @ bT SoC=

dT

and

dV
~ 160 my/oK @ bT O°C- =

dT

For I = 1.5 mA for the temperature sensor,

dV S3 my/oK @ 37°C- =
dT

-'

The gain difference is 3, hence:

dV out 140 - 160 = 20 my/oK=
dT

or 160 - 160 = o my/oK

hence the error is 20 my/oK whi ch almost represents

a first order approximation to accurate temperature

compensation. Further, for any value of I for the flow

sensor lower than 4.5 rnA the temperature sensor current

may be altered to preserve the first order compensation.

Fortunately, the body r eg ul a.tc s its temperature via ·3

number of control loop rae ch an i sms rather well. In fact,

in large internal organs and tissue well below the surface

of the skin, it is debatable whether temperature compensation

is or is not required.

/ ... L 4. EVALUATION
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1.4 EVALUATION. As an expc r i.men t a l circuit, the first
was highly effective. The constant current Tegulation was
found to be accurate to wi thin 2%. Temperature compensation
could be adjusted by means of the variable gain of its
associated amplifier. All experiments wi th this cireui 1.

were made under conditions of simulated flow only. A
constant temperature water bath was used, and because all the
fluid flow was passed through a 2m O.Bcm i.d. copper tubular
heat exchanger, temperature compensation was generally found
to be unnecessary. The temperature compensation amplifier
was operated at very low gain. Output drift (long term)
was found to be high. However this must have been due to
amplifier thermal drift and was of the order of 5% of F.S.D.
in 15 minutes - tested by substituting fixed resistors in
place of the thermistors.

Ci rcui 1. 2 was found to be s table to l'1i thin 1% of
F.S.D. at highest sensitivity and was simple and easy to usc.

Pictures and circuits used are sho\ffi at the back
of this thesis together with detailed des i gn data (see
Addendum 3 and Addendum 4.)
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SECTION 4. A. & B.

EXPERHIENTS AND RESULTS.

1.0. OBJECTIVE. In this section four cxpo r Imen t s
and their results are described. The primary objective
of the first three of these was to determine practically,
the relationship between the flow velocity past a heated
thermistor situated in a cooling fluid stream and the
voltage across the thermistor for differing values of
cons tan t current through the thermis tor. The secondary
objective was to investigate the practicality of the
method with special emphasis on frequency response, drift,
stability and the features desirable for a practical
instrument. The final experiment was carried out on the
practical bridge network which was designed to embody th~

requirements and features brought to light by the previous
experiments.

1.1. INITIAL APPARATUS.

1.1.1. THE FLOW CIRCUIT. The f Low circuit was an open
loop fed initially by a saline drip-set, Saline was used
as the flowing medium because of the e Lec t ronagne tic
flowmeter used in the circuit and because saline simulates
the thermal properties of blood as discussed before. The
fiow adjustment was made by loeans of the knurled wheel-cock
provided with the drip-set which was found to be far
superior to a pinch-cock for linearly regulating tiiO flow
velocity. A heat exchanger made by winding a O.Bmm i.d.
2 meter long copper tube into a coil of IDem o.d. was
incorporated into the flow circuit well before the measuring
tube so that the whole apparatus could be submerged in a
constant temperature water bath in order to simulate t}le
in-vivo temperatures. The heat exchanger was dcsiencll
to be adequate for a f l ow velocity of 25cm per sec and a

25°C rise in temperature for normal saline. 'I

/ ••• An
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An 8mm i c d , cannular electromagnetic f'lc'lmeter
probe was incorporated into the flow circuit external to
the water bath and with a long section of flexible tubing
either side of it. (P2) The measuring tube cons i s t c d
of a 20cm straight section of 3/ 8 inch Ld. uniform bore
perspex tubing. 18 s.w.g. holes were hored at right
angles to the axis of the tube, a third of the overall
length from the output end, to accommodate the theImi~toT

probe needles. The needles were inserted so that the
thermistors were positioned approximately on the axis of

the measuring tube. A perspex jig held the measuring
tube, probe bodies and heat exchanger i.n rigid relative

positions. The flexible tubing of the outpUt of the
flow circuit was clamped in a r e t or t stand at a fixed
height relative to the input so as to maintain a constant
head of saline. The output fed a measuring cylinder

in a drain bath. All joints were made to be very

tight fits and were chamfered to limit the possj~ility

of turbulence. Under all conditions, theoretically, the
flow was 1ami nar ,

Before each use of the apparatus it had to be
purged with saline so as to remove all traces of air
bubbles as these affect both t he e Iec t r cxagne t Lc f Lowme t er
and the thermistor flowmeter so much rh a t t h ere was a

possibility of damaging the galvanometers in the U.V.
Recorder. (P 1) shovs tb e pe r spex jig with the f Low

probes in position.

1.1.2. THE ELECTRIC CIRCUIT. Circuit 1 vas used throu~:h

out the first three sets of experiments. The output h'3S

matched to one of the V.V. Recorder galvano~et~rs ~nd l~e

special galvanometer output on the electromagnetic flc~

meter was matched to a second g aLvanome t c r Oil the V.V.·

Recorde 1'. Ci .rcu i t 1 ou tpu twas moni t or ed on an cx t» r ,.,;"\i

mul t i nc t c r (10M, 30pF) and the e Lec t ron.agnc t i c f Lowmc t e r
was monitored by means of i t s Ln t e rn a I mon i tor meter. Care

•
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was taken to ensure correct matching of the signals to
the galvanometers for critical damping.

1.Z. EXPERIMENT (1). This was the first attempt to
relate the flow past the thermistor to the voltage across
the thermistor for fixed excitation currents. Both the
electromagnetic flowmeter and the thermistor bridge were
placed in the flow circuit and absolute flow rates were
determined by taking the time for a discharged quantity
of saline. The volumetric flow rate was converted into
a linear flowrate. Voltage - an arbitrary meter reading -
was recorded against absolute flow velocity for three
increasing values of constant current

1. e. Z. SOmA
3.66mA

S.SOmA

Also. a strip-chart was obtained for a slow stepped
increase in flow from zero to Zcm/sec for comparison of

the two flo~~eters.

U.V. strip-charts were taken for all three graphs
and the flow was closed off after each r ead i ng , Iriforma t ~on

for the graphs plotted was obtained from the U. V. charts,
since the relationship between the voltaee across the
thermistor and the galvanometer deflection is linear.

1. 3.1. RESULTS. Two of the above three graphs Here
plotted and are shown on 4 A &B Gl together with the
graph for the electromagnetic flowmeter. 51 and SZ shov
three sections of strip-chart. The first (A) is a sect ion
from the chart used for plotting the curve of 1 = 5. 50mA

and shows the electromagnetic flowmeter vrs. the thermi~t0)'

flowmeter for two values of flow viz. 41. Smm/sec and

49.Smm/sec. The second (D) strip-chart 5hOl'5 a s ec t i on
from the chart used for plotting the curve of 1 = 3.6(.1""
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and shows both f Lowme t e r s for two values of flew v i c ,
3l.7mm/sec and 42.6mm/sec. The third chart (C) shows
the slow stepped increase in flowr ate for the tHO £101\
meters.

1.3.2. DISCUSSION. As a first experiment these results
were gratifying to a certain extent. The writer was
surprised to find that the frequency response of the
thermistor flowmeter was as high as is shown in Chart 1.

The results were not used for any quantitative assczsment'
of the flowmeter but did, however, point out a number of
modifications which would improve further results. Th"se
were as follows:-

A) It was found that slight movements of the inter
connecting rubber tubing woul d reElect along the
measuring tube and interfere with results. The
soft rubber tubing \1aS eliminated and "oxygen bubb l e
tubing" whi ch is far more rigid was used. Farther,
the tubing was secured in place so that the stirrer
motor of the constant temperature water bath could
not move it. Oxygen bubble tubing can, of ,;ourse,
also be cut to a selected diameter for convenicace
in interconnecting.

B) The measuring tube was replaced by a 5ir.~i1Er "ut,,"
SOcm long and O.6cn, Ld. so that suspected t nr bul enr.e

effects would be reduced and th e ;:;;1![C of Li near fLow

velocities increased.

C) The probes we r e sealed in position so as to prevent
the saline from discharging slowly from the 18 s.w.g.

press-fit holes bored into the measuring tube.

D) The 8mm La. c ann ul ar electromagnetic f Iovme t.er pr ooc
was found to be too La rg e for usc at s uch lew f l ow r at e s .

(At this stage of the pr oj ect , the 8mm probe was on

loan pending the arrival. of the Smmprcbe ordered).
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E) It was found to be quite obvious that there was

little hope of obtaining a zero on the thermistor

bridge for zero flowrate since the heated thermistor

continues to heat its surro~nds long after the flow

has stopped and, in fact, it requires several minutes

before an equilibrium state is achieved. Hence it
was decided that, for differing values of constant

current, the thermistor bridge would be balanced to

zero at a particular value of flow - small - so that

the families of curves could be compared on this basis.

F) Cables were screened to eliminate noise.

1.3 EXPERIMENT (2). This was the first serious attempt

to obtain a family of curves relating the flov velocity

to the voltage output of the bridge. The e Lec t r omag nc t ic

flowmeter was temporarily removed from the circuit as it

was of no value with the 8 mm i.d. cannular probe.

The U. V. chart recorder was run

only during the period in which readings were taken, -

(! 1 to 3 minutes each). The five increasing values of

constant current were as follows:-

7. 32rnA

6. lOrnA

4.97mA
3.66mA

2.44mA

The flow rate with the new Measuring

tube was 0 to 2cm/sec., and the bridge was balanced at

O.4cm/sec for each value of current.

1.3.1. RESULTS. As the first set of useful results

obtained these were highly gratifying. The graph

4 A & B G2 shows the family of curves extracted from t1;0

strip-charts. The shape of the curve is strikingly

similar to that predicted by the theory. Two sections

of strip-chart are s hown on 53. (A) is the chart f r om

/ •.. which
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which the curve of 3.66mA vas obtained - this shovs that

the readings were s ubs t an t i a Lj y cons t an t ove r <. )o;'_g time

period. (B) is the chart f rom tlhich the curve of 7. 32m!.

was obtained and is Lnc l udc d to show t he sensi t ivi ty and

response at 101>/ f Lowra t cs in the ferm of the r i pp le O',! tht'

graph which was caused by the drops falling from the dis-

charge end of the flow circuit. In this pKltieular ense

the droplet frequency was 0.G6 and 1.2/s~c.

1.3.2. DISCUSSION. These results we re certainly good

enough to warrant an attempt to co r rc l a t e them \·:i th the

theory. However, before this was attempted, it WKS

decided to further modify the technique so as to obtain a

wider range. The further modifications were as follows:-

A) The 8mm lod. c annu l ar probe was returned ami the

Smm i.d. probe, which was ordered for this work, u5ed.

B) A baffle plate was pLaced be t wecn the stirrer and the

flow apparatus to prevEllt the still present ~ffect of

the water movement in the wat0r bath. This prec3ution

was found to be quite adequate.

C) In order to achieve the h i ghe r £lo... rate s ough r and to

investigate the frequency r espons o , t.hc me as url n g t ubc

was replaced by a SOem long 4mm i.d. un i fo r m bone

perspex tube Bnd the saline drip-set was replaced Ly
a 10 litre aspirator placed nODIinal1y I meter above

the flow apparatus. (The knurled wlleel-cock was

retained because of the ease of r cgu l a t i n g the £101,).

1.4 EXPERIMENT (3). Again a family of curves ~as

obtained relating the f l ow velocity to the br i dgc output

voltage. This time the electromagn~tic flowmeter wa~

used and found to be excellent at the higher f Low r a te s ,

It was not, however, used as the ste~dard and absolute

flowrates were again taken. It did, however, serve tte

very useful purpose of a referencc for thc frequency

response estimation and it, in turn, was calibrated REBinst

/ ••. a bs ol ut c
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£low for this purpose. The chart recorder was

for all measurements and the results extracted

Four values of constant current were taken as

l2.20mA
9.76mA

7.32mA
4.87mA

The flowrate with the new measuring tube and 10
litre aspirator was from 0 to 20cm/sec.

1.4.1. RESULTS. Again results were pleasing.
Graph 4 A &B G3 shows the family of curves obtained

for the higher flowrates and greater current - the
amplification of the bridge was left constant but the
signals had to be slightly attenuated to match the U. V.

Chart recorder. Graph 4 A &B G4 shovs both the U.V.
Recorder calibration and the c Le c t roma gno t i c flowmeter
calibration. 51 shows the charts for the U.V. Recordpr
calibration and for the electromagnetic flowmeter cali-
bration. Supcrin~csed on the latter chart is the
thermistor bridge response at an arb i t r ary current setting.
This is a particularly good comparison for both me t er s at
fixed flowrates. 5.2 shows excerpts froD the charts
taken to determine the freql.cncy response of the thermistor

flowmeter.

1.4.2. DISCUSSION. These results we re deemed sufficiently
consistent to attempt the correlation of practical and
theoretical results, and the design and constructi0n of
circuit 2 was started. No further modifications to the
flow circuit were considered necessary with the exception

of two simulated tissue flow experiments.

A) A lOcm length of foam sponge was introduced into a

measuring tube at the measuring point. (shown in P3).
The sponge was const~icted to 2pprcximately 1/ 4 of

its natural volufue by the measuring tube. It was

I ... estimated
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estimated that this would increase the density of
the medium to that of tissue and that approximately
SOl of the thermistor would be covered by the sponge
matrix. The diffusion through the sponge would be
random and similar to the diffusion of blood through
highly vascular tissue.

B) In order to estimate the capabilities of the instrument
with regard to the topographical flow in tissue, a
rectangular sponge was placed inside a rectangular
perspex box of 2" X 3" X 4" internal dimensions, 
(shown in P4). The box was purged wi th saline, placed
vertically in a retort stand and perfused with saline
at a constant rate. An 8 X 8 matrix of 18 s.w.g. holes
was bored in one face of the box and the holes were
covered with Elastoplast (R). The temperature sensor
probe was placed in reference 1,1 and the flow sensor
probe introduced into each hole in turn vith the
bevelled end of the hypodermic needle facing upwards.
It was hoped that a flow pattern of the distribution
of flow in the box could be obtained.

1.5 EXPERIMENT (4).
been built, a set of

The new practical flowmeter having
four tests was performed:-

(1) A family of curves for absolute flow versus the rmi c t.or
flowmeter meter reading for three different values of
constant current were taken viz.

2.5mA
3.0mA
3. SmA

The flow velocity range was 0 to l5cm/sec.

(2) A family of curves for absolute flow versus thermistor
flowmeter meter reading for the abo~e same three
constant currents were taken for the flow velocity

range 0 to Scm/sec.

/ •.. (3) The
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(3) The sponge filled measuring tuhe was perfused with
saline and a further family of curves obtained for the
same three values of constant current. The output
flow velocity range was 0 to Zcm/sec.

(4) The sponge box was perfused at a fixed rate of
ZOml/min and the flow sensor current fixed at 3.0wA

and a field plot of the flow magnitude was obtained.

The constant t emper at.ure water bath was unobtainable
so all experimentation was performed at Z3°C. The
temperature compensation w~s adjusted to suit. Hence
the proportionately lower constant currents. All
readings were compared with absolute flow rates and
the electromagnetic f Lowne t er was included in the f10lt
circuit as a monitor.

1.5.1. RESULTS. The re sul t s of the first test which
are plotted on 4 A &B GS ale pleasing and were roferred
to Zcrn/sec as zero. The gain of the f l cwme t cr was set
to "loY". The resul ts of the second tes t wh ich are
plotted on 4 A & B G6 were very much more erratic. The
gain was set to "medium". These were taken e acl. as a
straight line and pLo t t cd on the left of the graph so t hat
the axes crossed. This is obviously not strictly valid
but does give an indication of the nature of the var i s t i on
of slope with current. The results of the third tost
plotted on 4 A &B G7 are again erratic. HON~ver, the
regUlar decre~sing slope with decreasing current holds.
The gain was set to the "high" position fo}' this Silt. The
flow rates were very low because of thc.constricticn of
the sponge. Graph 4 f. Ii B G8 shows the r e s ul t s of
the field plot and will be discussed in t.he nex r s ec t i.on ,

1.5.Z. DISCUSSION. While the results of the four test~

on the practical flowmeter were a trifle d i s app oi.nt i ng i.n
the light of ea r l ie r results, it must be borne in ni nd
that the flowrates used, except in the case of test 1, were

I . . . abnormally
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abnormally low and the currents set to preserve the SoC

limitation were also low. It was clear from previous

experimentation that the response is very much better as

flowrate and constant current increase. The electro

magnetic flowmeter results were, as a matter of interest,

no better than those of the thermistor flowm~ter. Results

in simulated in-vivo temperatures might well have proved to
be more consistent.

From the flow plot shown in graph 4 A &B G8, it

would appear that the greatest flowrates in the sponge box

were at the bottom. In fact, in theory the reverse is

true. However, it is certainly true that the saline

diffusion in the upper half will be more iparse than in

the lower half, - i.e. widely spaced small flow channels

could easily form in the top half. The pTob~bility of
obtaining a reasonable average in th~ top half of the box

is, therefore, very low. The saline fills the bottom

half of the box and therefore the probability of obtaining

an average value anywhere in the lower half is high. This
reasoning would certainly help to clarify the results.

The experiment did.prove, however, that a field plot could

be ob tained.

1.6 CORRELATION OF RESULTS. An attempt was made to

correlate the practical results in Graph 4 A &B G3 with

the theoretical predictions. 1fit is assumed that the

basic equation as derived in the theory is correct, then the

factor which alone would cause the greatest difference

between the theoretical and practical results would be a
great difference in D This seems almost intuitivelyo app
understandable. Consider Graph 4 A &B G9. This is a

theoretical plot of the voltage difference across the

thermistor against flow velocity for four different values
of D with the current through the thermistor held ~t a

o app
constant value of 4,87mA Le. that of the fourth curve on
Graph 4 A & B G3 of the practical results. It can be s ecn

that the curves coincide for a value of D of O.20CiOS . i ;c .o app
approximately 4 times the theoretically assumed value. It

/ .•• would
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would, however, not be justifiable to assume, therefore,
that the positioning and encapsulation of the thermistor
increased its effective diameter by a factor of four to
O.20cm because, although the curVeS can be matched for all
four of the practical results i.e. 7.32mA, 9.76mA and
12.2mA, the gain required to amplify the voltage difference
so that the output voltages correspond is different.

To perform the correlation properly it would be
necessary to relate the galvanometer deflections directly
to a voltage difference across the thermistor in each
current case and then home in on the Do app required to
coincide the curves. At this stage, it is beyond the
scope of this work.

1. 7. TUIPERATURE COMPENSATION. The temperature
compensation for both of the circuits was checked by
randomly changing the environmental temperature of both
probes s i.mul taneous ly. In both cases it was found that
the output voltage change for common mode temperature
changes smaller than I"C was at least an order of magnitude
less with the temperature compensation in.

1.6. A LIVER PERFUSION. Although, at this stage,
there was very little time left for experimentation, it was
d~cided to perform two experiments in order to asses~ the
potential of the flowmeter for use in actual tissues.

By courtesy of the ~leMcal School of the lIni V('TS ity

of Cap ctown , a constant head rat's liver perfusion apparatus
was set up. The liver was cannulated in such a way that
it was fed with 'Plasmalyte B', through the portal vein and
drained through the hepatic vein. The whole 3pparatus wa~

housed in a constant temperature enclosure with a tempernturc
monitor. Unfortunately, the apparatus was designed
specifically for constant head po r Ius Lons and it was not
easily possible to change the flow rate. In addition, the

,
/ ••• perfus ion
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perfusion life of the liver under these conditions is of
the order of two hours and the flowrate decreases regularly
throughout this period. It was, therefore, not possible to
obtain balanced conditions over a period greater than 1 to 2
minutes and so, since it was difficult and time-consuming to
change the flowrate within this period and regain a balance
point, it was impossible to obtain a valid set of readings.

USE.VIVOIN1.7. Again by courtesy of the Medical
School of the University of Capetown the flowmeter was able
to be tested during a pig kidney transplant. The probe
was placed in the medulla of the kidney and balanced. The
balance point showed a random drlft of approximately 20%
of the F.S.D. on the l.owes t sensitivity. The renal
artery vas then occluded and thr- f Lowmet er showed a sharp
decrease in flow. The occlusion was then removed and the
flowEcLer registered an increase with overshoot to a new
average balance point higher than before. The probe was
then placed in the renal lirtery and, although the balance
point was again unstable (less- approximately 10% of F.S.D.
because of the lower sensitivity - medium) the pulsatile
nature of the flow was quite evident.

In both the above experiments it was noted
that the partial reason for the high random drift at
balance was due to movement of the probe. It should have

been secured in position.

/ •.. Section 5.A.
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SECTION S.A.

CONCLUSIONS.
that:-

It was concluded froM the work done

1) The mcthod is valid for laminar flow of a
homol: cneous medium pas t the thermls tor and that
the rclationship for this type of flow is of the
fonn

VI· K AT (A + DrY)

The value of the constants as developed
in the theory hold truo and dopend on the l.hysicol
propcrties of the flowing medium.

2) The vnlidity of the method docs not necess~llly ~o]d

for usc in an hetorogeneous p:ediuAl such lIS a censtricted
spongc or vascular tissue because conditions jl' tbc~c

media, on a macroscopic scalc nrc hithly variable.
Tissuc damage due to insertion of the plobe or ~ov~·

mcnt of the probe completely alters the e~rected

propc r t Ies of the flow in tissues and render's vnrlllhle
rcsults. Repeatable accuracy in the spo~~e expori-

+mcn t s was found to be - 2S\.

3) The ncthod could prove to be very valu8blt for the
anaLy s Ls of pulsatile flow - cSl'ecinlly if the
instrument were a.c. decoup led IIl1d the probe tiltl1"1lllll
inertin reduced. RepelltDbh "ccufacy in tuhu]ar

+(low was round to be - 10\.

4) I'robes could be illlproved considerably by:-

0) Reduction or Ilhysical .lre.
b) Reduction or thermal inertia.
e) Increasinz tho heat dissipation rotc

to the fluid.

I .. . lnstru"enu
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d) Instruments should be s i mp Li f i cd by

limiting the number of controls. This
could be achieved by use of a self
balancing servomechanism.

e) Further research is necessary and could
usefully be channelled along the lines
laid out in Addendum Z. Further Research.

f) The method shows great promise for

industrial applications.

/ ••• SECTION S.B.

,
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ADDENDUM 1.

A THERMISTOR THERJ-lOMETER WITII HYPODERJ-lIC PROllE.

1. 0 INTRODUCTION. Soon after the thermis tor

hypodermic probes were built, there was an enquiry as
to whether a sensitive thermometer could be built around

the probe. The particular application was in the

removal of stones from the kidney. In t h i s operation

the kidney is cooled to 18°C and is held at this

temperature during the course of the operation. The

difficulty experienced is to determine the internal

temperature of the kidney and to maintain this constant.

The basic requirements of the
instrument were as follows:-

a) It was to be calibrated in degrees C.

b) It was to cover the range 15°C to 37°C with an
+accuracy of - 1%.

c) It was to be battery operated and hence tolerant of

supply voltage.

d) It was to be simple and easy to use.

The application Kas found

interesting and the following instrument developed in

an attempt to satisfy the requirements.

1.1. CIRCUIT. Consider Figure AI, the circuit of the

thermometer. In this drawing the supply is shown centre

tapped and the amplifiers are loaded to the centre-tap.

/ ... This
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This is not necessary and in the actual circui.ts built,
the supply and amplifier outputs were left floating, the
amplifiers being loaded only by the metering circuit.

The battery, a 22.5 volt hearing aid type, was
connected in series with "Push-to-Read" normally open 
push button 51. This ensures that the battery cannot
inadvertently be left connected and hence discharge during
storage. The supply is connected through a series
resis tor VR4, sOkn, and through a "Read/ Battery Check",
5witch 52, to the meter as a supply voltage check. 52 is
a self centering switch to the "Read" position.

The zener diode *Dl is biassed through the
resistor chain Rl and R2 and supplies the base current
for the comp limentary trans istors Ql and Q2. The voltage
between points Ql and Q2 is, therefore, substantiallye e
constant.

V Q2 " V*Dl - (0.6X2)e

This remains true for a very large supply voltage
variation. The bridge circuit is placed in parallel with
diode Dl which is forward biassed and fed through the chain
R3, Ql, R4, Rs, Q2 and R6. The dynamic resistance of Dl
is low compared with the resistance of the bridge hence
the voltage across the bridge is constant, - 0.6 volts.
Vbe thermal effects of Ql and Q2 will tend to be cancelled

by Dl and *Dl.

The preset bridge arm VR2 was set for balance
at the centre scale of the calibration on the meter and
the gain of the differential amplifier - set by R16 and'
Rl7, ganged presets - was arranged to give a full scale

/ ••• deflection
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deflection either side of the meter for the region of
interest. The circuit was designed so that it could
be set to read a minimum of 1°C for full scale deflection
at any temperature between lSoC and saoc.

The current drain of the whole circuit is 2mA
maximum i.e. 1.SmA for the operational amplifiers which
again consisted of two amplifiers on the same substrate
and a.SmA for the excitation circuit. Graph A.G.l
shows the calibration of the instrument and was taken as
an average over three readings. The calibration was
performed in a calorimeter twice with cooling water and
once with heated water. The standard was a mercury
thermometer. Graph A.G.l also shows the supply voltage
rejection - the worst case of the whole design range, and
the circuit linearity.

operate
4ZoC.

Two instruments were built - the first to
from 20°C to sa·c and the other from 32°C to
They were found to be equally successful.

1.3 RESULTS. Several of these instruments have been
built by the Dept. of Bio-Engineering of the University
of Capetown and are proving to be useful. The original
is in the possession of the Dept. of Surgery in the
Medical School of the University of Capetown. The
latter has been used so far with great success during a
number of kidney stone operations. The probes are gas
sterilised.

Picture PI is a photograph of tho
original instrument.
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ADDENDUM 2.

FURTHER RESEARCH.

1.0. BRIDGE NETWORK.
model showed that:-

P = f (v; liT)

The first simplc mathematical

If liT is held constant i.e.

RThflow sensor RTh = ktcmperature sensor

Then if the ambient temperature changes by, say,
oT small in comparison with liT then:-

(T + oT) - (T + liT + oT) = bT

and the temperature sensor changes its value resistanc0 to
RTh oRTh and thetemperature sensor t empe ru ture sensor
flow sensor changes its value of r~sistance to RTh flow
sensor 0 1 RTh flow sensor.

Provided that oT is small

oRThtemperature sensor loT = oRThfl ow sensor/oT

and a is a function of T but is substantiall~ c~nstal.t for
oT small.

Therefore if we measurc the power VI and hold the
resistance V/ I constant we can inprvve the temperature
compensation. There would, however, be little value in
going to this end to resolve a detail which represents no
great practical problem since tcmper~ture compensation, as
shown, is not of prime importance.

A slightly different uP?roach might well prove to

be more fruitful.

/ .•. 1.1.
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1.1. A PULSE TECHNIQUE. Consider applying a fixed
power VI to a thermistor for a fixed period of time t, say.
The thermistor, at ambient temperature T will heat up too
a temperature T. say. The t cmper a t ur e difference T - T

o
through which the thermistor wiLl heat in that fixed time
period will be dependent upon the velocity of the cooling
fluid stream. When the power source is removed, the
temperature of the thermistor will fall back to ambient
temperature To' The difference in the resistance of the
thermistor at time to and time t will be a measure 'of the
flow velocity.

RTh
t

= f (v)

If the thermal inertia and heat dissipation
qualities of the sensor element can be improved, then the
cycling rate could be fairly high and preliminary tests
have shown that it would be quite possible to track pulsatile
flow. The theoretical basis of this method ceuld easily be
investigated by stimulating the model with a square wave of
power and studying the transient response.

It could prove to be more useful to monitor the
rate of decay of the temperature during the unheated period
and use this as the measured variable.

dRTh/ = f (v)
dt (unheated cycle)

The writer feels that this method contains the
key to the solution of the t\1O maj or prob Lerns associated
with bridge networks. i.e.

(a) Temperature compensation.
(b) The zero flow zero balanc0 problem.

This method is akin to thermodilution as outlined

in the first section.

/ ••• Consider
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Consider the circuit shown in 5.C.l.

A. DESIGN OF THE NON SYMMETRICAL ~!ULTIVIBRATOR.

It can be shown that the period of a multivibrator
of the form of Al is given by the expression

t = 2CR loge

Rl
(1 + 2- )

R2

RlNow I R2 was chosen to be 3.3
5.6

= 0.59

loge (1 + 2 X 0.59) = loge

(In = 3.3kO)

(R2 = S.6kO)

2.18=.78

Now Cl was fixed at 47mmF
(Cl = 47mmF)

and RFI and RF2 were chosen so that the thermistor would
be heated for a period variable over the range

t = 0 sec. to t = 2 sec.

This gives a value for RFI = 10kO

(RFl = 10kO)

(variable)

and cooled for a period variable over the range

t = 0 sec. to t = 10 sec.
This gives a value of a RF2 = lOOkO

(RF2 = 100kO)
(variable)

Diodes Dl, D2 and D4 are IN9l4's.
(Dl, D2 &D4 = IN9l4)

D4 was included so as to allow only the short period heating

cycle to pass to the buffer amplifier A2.

I ... B Design
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BUFFER STAGE AND
TH ERl-l I STO R.

CONST,\NT CURRENT

The network R3, R4 & R5 is an attenuating network to
prevent the input of amplifier AZ from being overloaded.

(R3 = lSkfl)
(R4 = Z.2kn)
(R5 = 1. Okfl)

RF3 was chosen so that during the heating period AZ would
go into positive saturation i.e. + 15 V

(RF3 = lOkfl)

CZ was incluued to prevent the
out into sporadic oscillation.
component layout.

amplifier A2 from breaking
This was probably due to

The constant current network was designed in exactly
the same way as the previous two but, in order to ret8in
flexibility,the emitter resistor of Ql was made variable
hence the constant supply current could be varied at any
stage.

(ZDl = 6.8 V)

(R7 = 56kfl )

C-R6 = 5k!!)

(variable)

C. PEAK DETECTOR CIRCUIT A3.

In this network the feedback diode D3

(D3 = IN 914)

simply charges the capacitor C3 to the peak value of the
voltage at the positive input of A3.

The rate of charge is RC3 where R is the output
resistance of the amplifier A3 and the rate of discharge is

/ ••• RC3
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RC3 where R is the input impedance of the amplifier in
parallel with the reverse bias resistance of the diode D3
the ratio is 30 X 100

= 10,000
300,000 X 100

C3 was chosen to be 100rnmF

(C3 = 100mmF)

so that the rate of discharge would be very much larger
than the cooling period I , e.! 100 sees. R9 is a load
for A3.

(R9 = l5kQ)

D. DIFFERENTIAL COMPARITOR AND GATING.

The output of the differential amplifier A4 is the
difference between the voltage across C3 and the thermistor
RTh multiplied by the gain of A4 i.e. Rll ~ R12.

At the beginning of the heating cycle the output is
zero. It then increases as the thermistor heats up until
the end of the heating cycle.

When the output of A2 goes to zero after the Iteating
cycle (for the cooling cycle) the output of A4 would go to
positive to a value of the voltage on C3 mUltiplied by the
gain of A4. This saturates A4 but during this period
Q2 is switched on, shortcircuiting the output of A4,
through a load resistor R9 to zero volts.

Results with this circuit - in breadboard layout·
were hopefUl. The writer believes that this approach

warrants further work.
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ADDENDUM 3.

DESIGN OF CIRCUIT 1.

1.1.2. DESIGN OF
THE FLOW

THE CONSTANT
SENSOR.

CURRENT FOR

(1) Consider the circuit in Figure 3.C.l.A.

Let ZDl = 2.7 volts (400mW Si Type)

In order that the zener diode operates at a point
where dVz/dI is minimal, the current must be chosen to be high.

If R3 = lOkn then II = 27. 3

10XlO~
amp.

The base current of Q2 will be negligible in comparison
with this current.

(2) At 7.5mA the thermistor RThl has a resistance of
+ soon and heats up to a temperature of 50·C in
pure water at 37·C.

So since Ve Q2 = 2.7 - 0.7 = 2.0 volts

R5 = 2 270n

This resistance was made variable so that the current
through the flow sensor could be set at will to any value from
O.SmP. to l5.0mA.

The voltage drop across R5 is 2.0 volts and across
RThl is 7.5 X 10-~ X 800 = 6.0 volts.

(3) We require
hence:

so

the voltage at VI ~

Vce Q2 + Ve Q2 = 15.0

Vce Q2 = 15.0 - 2.0 =

o volts
volts

13.0 volts

/ ... but
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but Vb Ql = Ve Ql + 0.70 volts

and Ve Ql = VCRS) + V Q2 + V (RThl)ce

= 2.0 + 13.0 + 6.0 = 21.0 volts

hence Vb Ql = 21. 7 volts

(4) Now in order that VI can be nulled for RThl between

say SOO and 2000 0, the bias network for Ql was chosen
as follows:

Rl = 8.2kO RVI = SOkO R2 = 27kfl

(S) So that Ql does not saturate R4 was made equal
to 470n.

1.1.3. DESIGN OF THE CONSTANT CURRENT NETWORK FOR THE

TE~WERATURE SENSOR.

(1) Consider the circuit in Figure 3.C.l.B.

Let ZD2 = 2.7 volts (400 roW Si Type).

In order that the zener diode operates at a point where
dVz/dI is minimal, the current must be chosen to be
high.

If R8 = 10kfl then 12 =
Z7.3
---- = Z.73XlO- s arep.

ioxio-

Again the base current will be negligible in comparison
with this current.

+
(2) At 0.6 rnA the thermistor RTh2 has a resistance of.-

1.2kO when immersed in pure water at 37°C

/ • •• so
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So since Ve Q4 = 2.7 - 0.7 = 2.0 volts

RIO = 2

•
= 3.3kO

Since at this value of current, the thermistor will be
heated by its surrounds - even with an ambient
temperature as low as 200e, - it was not necessary to
make RIO variable.

The voltage drop across RIO is 2.0 volts and across
RTh2 is 0.6XlO- 3Xl.2k = 0.72 volts.

(3) We require the voltage at VI + o volts

hence Vce Q4 + V Q4 = 15.0 voltse
so Vce Q4 = 15.0 - 2.0 = 13.0 volts

but Vb Q3 = V Q3 + 0.7 voltse
and Ve Q3 = V(RlO)+ Vce Q4 + V(RTh2)

= 2.0 + 13.0 + 0.7 = 15.7 volts

hence Vb Q3 = 15.7 + 0.7 = 16.4 volts

(4) Now in order that V2 can be nulled for RTh2 between
say 1000 and 15000 the bias network for Q3 was chosen
as follows:

R6 = 22kQ RV2 = 10kQ R7 = 27kQ

(5) So that Q3 does not saturate R9 was made equal to
4. 7kQ.

1.1.4 DESIGN OF THE e01~PARITOR AND A~:PLIFIER.

(1) For a thermistor, as before,

R = Ae BIT

I. .. and
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and for the thermistors used in this work the equation
dR/ dT may be approximated to a linear function over a small
range of temperatures - typically for linear tracking of
thermistors within 10%, the order of the range T is 1°C.

From the introduction

dVl/ dT = a

where a is constant for T - 1°C < T < T + IOC say

(2) Amplifier Al

RFl/ Rll = 1 (RFI = 12kn Rll = l2kn)

R12 = RFlXRll/RFl + Rll ~ 5.6n

(3) Amplifier A2

RVFl/13 = a = 8.25

For flexi bi I i ty let 0 < a< 10

hence (RVFl = 100kn R13 = lOkn)

R14 = RVF nominalxR13/RVFl nominal + R13 ~ 8.2kn

(4) The load of all three amplifiers was chosen to be
4.7kn and the comparitor amplifier was designed
with a gain of 18

RF3 = 220kn
R15 = l2kn
R16 = l2kn
R17 = 220kn

All resistors were high stability 1% metal oxide type.
External metering and power supplies were used.
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N

:> ~ 9 Vout

RL3p'.7k

-220k

RF3-

J
R17
220k

Ov

R15
:::::J
12k

R16
c:
12k

:w""-w

+30v

R14...,.
9.1k

7'
100k

+15v V

RVF~

RF1
~

R11
c:::::J
12k

R12
c:::
5.6k

R13
--c::=r

10k

I : ~~;2
+15v ..

I : Qii~

V1

R10
3.3k

I=7.5mA

RTh2

~V2

RTh1

~V1

+30v

Rll
'IOk

ZD1
2Jv

o

+30v

12
2.7mA

11
2.7mA

B

A

R2
27k

50k

R7
127k

R1
8.2k

RV1

RG
22k

6.~
!J10k

3.C.1.
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ADDENDUt.l 4,

DESIGN OF CIRCUIT 2.

1.2.2. DESIGN 0F THE VOLTAGb SUPPLIES.

v V. I AND V. 2.e an an

(1) Refer to the circuit in, Pf gu re 3. C. 2. A ccnve c-

tional full wave rectified and smoothed POWeT ,
, ,.

supp Iy was ;Jsea.~ . Tv" 1'5, vol t 1 Watt zeue r cl.iJ;i!j,:;
in series prcvfdc d the s ources necess s ry to pd;;i/r
the operational' amplifiers. . i. e. Zero V ~ri'PV-':

-~ _' . _ ' . s . """";'_~'''''-';~-

This form of s upp Iy while not ideal, v as foui,tr')=o,

be adequate. The S'UP1Jly voltage rejection of the

amplifiers is ISO~V/V of the supply.

- ,.., i~"-

zcne rr d'iode

(2) The input voltage Vi n1 of amplifiers A2 ::'Ilrt A:I

"las derived from z cner diode 'Z,2 whi ch f e eds a

fixed current into, aDpliffer AI. EVF:i. vades.
the output v"lta~e'V,: 1· f.ror~ Oto 10 v'),ltS':'\ij\Ji(i:;t

'.. .LJ 1 .. .. ,r

al te ring the input' cu r reu't and hence the

bias.

(3) The input voltage V. 2 of ampLi f i e r s .'.1. an d' AS'\lfI'S
~ll .

derived from the r es i s tnr- chc i.r ..i~~ r r.d PI.'l bf

parallel "lith the zcuor d'i ode :mz. J t I.:in:'.,,-'~·"e-arly

be seen that the s1nintini; ef'~ett of til') inpi.it'.':lirrent. ..
to A4 and AS \-li llno't

of zener diode ~D2.

s ubs t an t i a Ll y affect the bias

In any case RVI is preset Eor

! ~ . . any
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any fixed position of RV1 and hence the zener current

is constant. Should the supply voltage vary, however,
it is clear from the design philosophy that the effect
can only be a common mode voltage at points VIa and
Vlb and V2 a and V2 b•

1; 2.3. DESIGN
FOR THE

OF THE
FLOW

CONSTANT
SENSOR.

CURRENT BRIDGE NETWORK

(1) For this practical circuit it was necessary to reduce
the upper temperature limit for the flow sensor to
42°C since SoC above 37°C was regarded in the theory
to be the maximum permissible temperature difference.

Now since

B/
R = Ae T

RThl ~ lkn minimum for the flow sensor

(2)

Consider amplifier A3. When Vinl is at its
maximum value i.e. 10 volts, Voutl is lk/ 47k X 10
volts = 0.212 volts. This voltage appears directly
across R1S hence the current through RThl is
0.212/47 = 4.5 rnA. (if in this case is extremely
small). Amplifier AZ was designed in exactly the
same way and so when RV2 and RV3 are in their centre

positions VIa ~ Vl b• The actual volt~ge at
VIa ~ Vlb is 0.212 + 4.7 X 10- 3 X 1 X 10 = 5 volts,
which under no circumstances exceeds tIle output
capabilities of the amplifiers.

Amplifiers A2 and A3 are on the same substrate.
Output Yin was provided for metering the current
through RThl.

From the introduction, it is clear that
B/ 2_ T

dR/ dT - - Re

/ • •• and.
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and for the new temperature of 4ZoC this works cut
+ 0 .

to - 31.0nl K maximum.

1.Z.4. DESIGN OF
THIPERATURE

THE CONSTANT
SENSOR.

CURRENT BRIDGE Fon THE

(1) Consider amplifier AS.
value, i.e. 3;3 volts,

0.070 volts.

When Vi n2 is at its maximum

Vout2 is 1k/47k X3.3 volts =

This voltage appears directly across R17, hence the
current through RTh2 is 0.070/47 = 1.5 rnA (if in
this case is extremely small). Amplifier A4 was
designed in exactly the same way so, when RV4 and
RV5 are in their centre positions VZ a * VZ b• The
actual voltage at V2 * VZ b is 0.070 + 1.5XIO-' X, .. a
1.5 X 10 ... 2.3 volts which, under no circumstances
exceeds the output capabilities of the amplifiers.

Amplifiers A4 and AS are on the same substrate.

(2) There is no change in the nominal value of RThZ hence
dR/ dT = 35.Z0 10K for small excursions from 37°C.

1.Z.5. THE DIFFERENTIAL AMPLIFIERS AND METERING.

(See Figure 3.C.3.)

(1) From above

dV = I dR

dT dT

So for the flow sensor, the maximum value is
4.5 X 10- 3 X 31 = 140 my/oK and for the temperature
sensor it is 1.5 X 10-' X 35.2 = 53 lW/oK

The amplifier gain difference must be a factor of 3

I . . . in
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in order to achieve reasonable temperature tracking.

(2) The design of the t~o differential amplifiers, also
sharing the same substrate, is straight fon1ard -
01 /02 = 1/3 and metering was provided between the
two outputs - again eliminating common mode errors.

(3) Switch S2 has three positions:

1) Current monitor (Vm)
2) Flow bridge balance
3) Temperature br idge balance and Read.

Series resistors were provided for scale adjustment.

(4) Switch S3 has three positions which simply alter the
sensitivity of the bridge. On the lowest sensitivity
setting the bridge was designed to show F.S.D. for a
5°C change in RTh1.

(5) The centre-zero meter was protected by two Germanium
diodes and because of their poor characteristics a
protection on/off switch was provided - Switch 54.
Amplifier AS was included to give a visual indication
of imbalance in the form of two L.E.D.s, but was not
strictly necessary since a centre zero reeter was used.

Picture PI shows this bridge assembled, Picture P2
the printed circuit and Figure 3.C.4. gives the
specification of the amplifiers used.

The operating procedure is as follows:-

/ ... a) Connect
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a) Connect and site electrodes. (Red - right BlacL - left.)

b) Check that "Meter Protection" is "ON".

c) Switch "Mains On/Off" switch "ON".
d) "Set Curren ttl fu l l y clockwise.

e) Set "Function" switch to "Balance Flow".

f) Balance bridge by means of "Flow Sensor Bn l.an ce" 

"Coarse" and "Fine".

g) Select Sensitivity.

Venous or ar t er i.a I f l cw - "Coarse" and "Ne dInm'",

Tissue flow - "Fine".

h) Set Func tion sv i t ch to "Measure Flow".
i) Balance bridge by 'means of "Br i.dgc Balance" - "Co a r s e"

and "Fine".

j) Switch 'fMeter Protection" OFF.

The Bridge is now in operation.

There are some fairly obvious i.mpr ovcmen t s \.;}'i<:;: ccu l d

be effected in the circuit. These arc:-

1)

2)

and

A grounded output for external mo!'.itoring.

V. 2 linked to V. or V. 1 via a con~tant f~ctor circuit1n 1n· 1n .. ..
to a ch f.eve better t enpc r e-rure comp cns at i on ,

3) Low frequency AC coupling fer monitoring pulsa1ile flow.
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R11 "Bridge for Flow Sensor

47
Vout1

~Vm

R14

R15

R18 47
470 Vout f

RTh1

RV3

100

V1b

RV2

1k
V1a

Rllj-1k

1k

R6
47k

R7
47k

c'R1
270

·51

-'C1

+1 1000IJF

F1
100mA

T1
1"'---....'11 ,,-----A:jIl

Ve

1k

"R12

R16

4.

47
Vout2

or 'T'"'~'

R19
1k

RTh2

V2 b

Bridge for· Temperature Sensor

R9
471{

R8
47k

Vin 2

"in1

Voltage Supplies

0.1M

+
I 110v"T 't I'~ V

"-;l-A-iD. ~~-IJlJ: 1" I r~r::~---~----I
!15v R3 U -: ~
1W 1k

3.C.2.
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1 I. 2'

" ....R39

1k

'-, Ve

R33
,... :1 I

1M
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'..........
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.. "

R37

R36

1k

1k

S4
. ,

!
S3

,qP'35
tl 1(127k

R348.2k

R33
1k I.:

S2

52

R31
:13.2k

. 13.< :J'--------:--------

l'

, .

R30,
1k I.;

Vm

"

+50
o

- 50
IIA

-

lR~1l
;',4.,k

''VVe

;.', :'\

,.

,
')1 I .'<27
\, P.~R I V
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~-:-~_.;;~..-.:.:.:;;.!.W ...' i'.. ' L- . e
.' ,'i; .'

Wv:e'

,",'lr~27.

N~30k ,

•

"

R26

iOh~

, . 3~Ok

120k

R25
h::Ok

R24

.,,,.
-~" .

A7
1747

"'2" 12
,,\.oJ ./

V~ ." ..•.. :]J---_- + ..........
~a;:'-"'-.O-k ' ,-

R22 ! IV2bo!r--r2:::l
10k

R:.':.Q.... l I
V1a~_.r---t>--j

10k

!
t

I,
I

i
I
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•
I
!
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I
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LINEAR INTEGRATED
CIRCUITS

HZ

CIRCUIT TYPES SN52141, SN1214\
HIGH-PERFORMANCE OPERATIONAL AMPLIFIERS

• Short-Circuit Protection

• Offset-Voltage Null Capability

• Large Common-Mode and
Differential Voltage Ranges

description

• No Frequency Compensation Required

• Low Power Consumption

• No Latch-up

• Same Pin Assignments as SN52709!SN72709

schematic

Tile SN52741 and SN72741 are high-performance
operational amplifiers, featuring ottset-vottaqe null
capability.

The h,gh common-mode Input \/Ollage range and the

absence of latch-up make the am~lifler Ideal for volt
age follower eooncances. The devices are short err
CUlI protected ard the Internal frequency oompensa.
tron ensures stability Without external components. A

low-value potentiometer may be connected between
the offset null Inputs to null out the offset voltage as
shown In Figure 11

The $N52741 IS characterized lor operation over the
full military temperature range 01 -SS~C to 12S"C.
the SN72741 is characterized lor operanon from O·C
to 70·C.

terminal assignments

J OR N DUAL IN LINE
PACKAGE (TOP VIEW)

L PLUG IN PACKAGe
(TOP VIEW}

P DUAL IN·LlNE
PACKAGE

{TOPVIEWf

Z FlAT PACKAGE
·ITOP VIEW'

3·34

"'~~~
~'.~~:'•...
~(~.
''''''' .... ...

PIN. IS IN ELECTRICAL
CONTACT WITH THE CASE

3.C.4.

-
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CIRCUIT TYPES SN52741. SN72741
HIGH-PERFORMANCE OPERATIONAL AMPLIFIERS

absolute maximum ratings over operating free-air temperature range (unless otherwise noted]

SN52141 SN72741 UNIT

Suppfy vOlt3ge vee- bee NnlP 1\ I " ra V

SupplV vOll3ge Vee _I",.. Note 1) " te V

O,ffer"n!.a' m».,t voltage I"'" NOle 2\ . '" ·10 V

Inpul "01"9" [ellhe. Inp,,,. see NOI'" 1 and 3l ." ." V

VOll~" be'ween e"he' allse' ou" term,"''': IN' 'N21 aM VCc_ ·05 ·OS V

Dur~"on 01 O\.IIPUI Sho,t-c"cUII Ise.. NOle 41 unh","'ed unlomued

Co""nuoos lotal power d ....pal,on 8' tor helm"l 55 C tre~ aIr temperat"", (5ee Note 51 500 500 rnW

Ope.,"ngl,,,,,-." tempe'a'UfC range 5510125 0'070 : C
Storage temperal"." range _65\0150, 65 to 150 C
lead lemlleratu'" 1116 ,nell from 08'" 10' 60 Sl!<'ond. J. L, 0< Z Pac.age 300 300 C
lead tempe,alu'" 1/16 ,neh leom c~e tm 10 seconds N Or P Packago '"0 260 C

NOTES 1 All VOI\. val"... , ""I.... o\he'''''''' no,ed, ato ... ,th r"'peOl '0 Itl. ze,o ,efe,enee I..... ' IgrOY"GIoj 'h. '''Pply VOltages ... l1er. tM
zero ret.re"ee level " Ihe m'dpom' between VCC. and VCC_

2. 0'lt....n1lal YOI'.yes are a, Ih. nomnveru"g mp", '.,m'na' ..."h resPllCt to lh. ,n""n,ng 'npull.r..... 'n"l.
J. ThemagnltYd. of the ,np ...t vol,age mutl never "Kee.d 'h. magnityd. oj the s"pply vOha!J" or 15 vOlt......hich •••r '. I.....
4 Theout""t may b. ""o"ed to ground or .. th.r po""er Sypp'y For the SN52741 only, the ""hm,,od d",n,on of tn. 0110" Corey"

.p""•• at 10' pe'Dwl 125 C ca •• t.mpe'atyre 0' 75 C 1,e. a" t.mo.'.'~'.

5 Fo. ooe.a'.on .bo•• 55' C '.e...... """.,ratur., ,<rie••0 O,,,,p•• 'on O•••• ,ng Curv. Flgu.... 12

electrical characteristics at specified free-air temperature. vee- :::; 15 V, VCC- '" -15 V

I PARAMETER TEST CONDITIONSf
SN52741 SN72741

UNIT
M'" m "AX M'" m MAX

IVIO
25C , S , 6

Inp", off'.1 Voltage RS';;1Qk!!
F"" .ang~

, 6 7;
rnV

.lVIOtad,l Olt.et .;:,,".... adlUst 'ange 25C t15 ,15 rnV

1'10 Irpwt oHse. Curr.nl I 25C 20 200 20 200
F "II 'anqe 500 300 'A

1
118 Input b,as CU''''~1

125 C so 500 80 50'"
Ful' 'an9" >500 600 'A

lv, 25C I ~ 12 ,13 ." '-13
VInp". voltage 'a"~

, FUll 'an9" : ." .", , • 10 kH 25C " za " se I
I Max,mum pe.k-Io-peak Rl~10kl1 Full "1'19" " "IVopp v
i

CUlPUlVOlt.ge s"''"9 Rl - 2 en 25C 20 26 20 26

Rl ;- 2 k!l I Full '1ln9" 20 20

la'Y"-<;19tlal dltfe'en".1 Rl,.. 2 k(l, 25C , SO,OOO 200,000 20,000 200.000
AVD

yollI"? ampl,ttcai'on VO-'10V FUll 'an9" ' 25,000 >5000

" "pu. rOSIS ta rICe I 25 C 03 2 03 a ' M!l

1'0 ou lpuL reslllance
IVO~OV,

2S'C i 26 26 I ra
See Note 5

t c, tnp",t capaelu"ce ! ! 15 C , " " "
iCMRP

25C , 20 90 20 90
06Common·mode '.jl!Ct'On ,a\lO :Rs<;;10kn

FUll <'''9'' 20 20

1
IRS 0; 10 kll

25C 30 'SO : 30 '"I.lVlolJ,Vec Po...... supply s.nSllMty

'"
.V;v

Full '."9" '50, ShO,\-clrcU,t OU\l>utc"rre"l 25C :'25 ,40 :25 .'0 ' rnA

!Ice
I No load, I 25 C " za '-' ae ,

S"ppIV cu"enl
, "lo s,gnal 33 aa rnA

, Fun .anqe 1

I No load 25C , so as so 85
I"D TOlal power d,S$,pallO"

'00 '00
"W

No S'9""' FUl'range ,
AI e~I'ac •• ,,<t,..... ..,ee ••d und.r 01'1" loop ooe'at 0" F"' ,.ng. '0' 51'>152741 .. -55 C ", 125 C 'n~ 10' SN727Al .,0 C to 70 C

""aTE 5 To... wp,c.ol v.I,,1 a.,p',•• on', It t.~".ne,.,'bOv., lew I>unc,.d h•• t! 08C.yie of tn, .fteett Ofd"l, Incl ,,,.,..-., 'U<IOoe",

3·35

___________________13.C.4.
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CIRCUIT TYPES SN52741. SN72741
HIGH-PERFORMANCE OPERATIONAL AMPLIFIERS

operating characteristics. VCC+ - 15 V. VCC- - 15 V, TA - 25~C

SN52741 SN72741
UNITPARAMETER TEST CONDITIONS

M'N m MAX M'N n, MAX

" R, .... "m" VI - 2{)mV, FtL· 2 en. oa o a "Overshoot CL -IOOpF. See Figure 1 " s-,

se Slew rate at unltv gam
VI • 10 V RL~2kn.

os 05 I VII'S
C ~l00pF. S"eFlgure 1

DEFINITION OF TERMS

3·36

InplJt Offset Voltage (ViOl The d c vottace wtnch must be applied between tile Input terminals to force the quiescent
d-e cutout voltage to zero. The Input offset voltage may also be defined for the case where two equal resistances (RSI
are Inserted In series With the mput leads.

Input Offset Current (lIO) The difference between the currents Into the two input terminals With the output at zero
volts.

Input Bias Current (II B) The average of the currents into the two input terminals WIththe output at zero volts.

Input Voltage Range (VI) The range of voltage which, If exceeded at either Input terminal, Willcause the amplifier to
cease functiomnq properly

MaKimum Peak·to·Peak Output Voltage Swirtg (VOpp) The maxlmurn ceev-tc-oeek output voltage which can be
obtained Without waveform clipping when the quiescent d-e output voltage is zero

Large·Slgnal Differential Voltage Amplification (AVO} The ratso of the peak to peak output voltage >\1I1"g to the
change In drtterenuetmpur.vottepe requned to dnve the output •

Input Resistance (r,l The resistance between the input terminals WItheither Input grounded.

Output Resistance (ro) The reslhance between the output terminal and ground

Input Capacitance (G,}The capacitance between the Input terminals Witheither Inpul grounded.

Common·Mode RejectIon Ratio (GMRR) The ratio of differential voltage amplification to common-mode voltage
emphfication, ThiS ISmeasured by determining the ratio of a change In II]PUt ccrrsncn-mcoe voltage to the resulting
change in mput offset voltage •

Power Su~ply SenSitivity (.1VIO/.1Veel T,herano of the thange in input offset voltage to the change IIIsupply voltages
producing it. For these devices, bo.th supply voll99<!s are varl~ symmetrically

Short-em:uit Output Current (lOS) The maximum output current availablefrom the amplifier With the output shorted
to ground or to enner supply.

Total Power DISSipatIOn (POI The total o.e power $llpplied to the device less any power delivered from the device tv a
load. At no load: Po '" vee- . icc-' + Vec- • ICC-.

Rise Time Uri The time required for an output voltage stjp to ctlangefrom 10% to 9O':i. of its tlnal value.

Cherdloot The quotient of 11} the largest deviation of the output Signal value from its steady-state value alter a
Step function change of the Inp~t Signal, and (2) the drtferencebetween the output Signal values in the steadv state
before and after the step·f'lmct,on thange of the input Signal. •

Slew Rate (SRI The average ume rate of change of the cfosed.tocp amplifier output voltage for a step,slgnal Input. Slew
rate is measured between spe<;lfled output levels (Q end 10 volts for thiS devICe) Withfeedback adlusted for unity gain

I 3.C.4.
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CIRCUIT TYPES SN52741. SN72741
HIGH-PERFORMANCE OPERATIONAL AMPLiFIERS

PARAMETER MEASUREMENT INFORMATION

TEST CIRCUIT

FIGURE -RISE TIME OVERSHOOT. AND SLEW RATE

"YPICAl CHARACTERISTICS

I:"PUT OFFSET CURRENT

FREE AlA TEMPERATURE

"~-=-;.. ~.~---: -
"=-~-~ ~--_:-:- .:
,,- ~ - - -

------ -

'0 0 _: ..., ~, 00 ,"" ·'c "0

fiGURE 2

'.IA){'MUM PEAK TO PEAK OUTPUT VOLTAGE

LOAO RESISTANCE

,. >l! ~--:.C,,--:-C,----:;""""
~ 1'0 ~ .cc ,~v~

= -~ '" ~, " --'--''-'--7'<-
} 1.----J{.
:;l~ .
~ 'B '____ __ ~_----.j

1 '6 _ -__ _ ..J
i ,. -~-f-;---- --_.. ~

:: -..,." .." ..... ".,
FIGURE 4

INFUT BIASCURAENT.
FREE AIR TE~'PERATURE

."cr----~

-"

- 'J. _

-,._-
M " .... ~. -.-.......-

fIGURE 3

MAXIMUM PEAK-TO PEAK OUTPUT VOLTAG!:..
FREOUENCY

FIGURE 5

]·]7

I 3.C.4.
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tlnCOI. i iPES SNtlZI
HIGH-PERFORMANCE OPERATIONAL AMPLIFIERS

.~1

.,.------t-~~~~ ':',;.J
"F"'-+-,-'-"-~~:~~ ~

,.

OPEN LOOP LARGE-SIGNAL
DIFFERENTIAL

VOLTAGE AMPLIFICATION

•
FREOUENCY

FIGURE 7

VOLTAGE-FOLLOWER
LARGE-SIGNAL PULSE RESPONSE

'I~' I '0''''' .• f----'----~ '0' . ..,-, • r-~ 'L -"

• --+---. c, ""'"I '.''''!.:: ,:;;.+\ -
l~F1; I : ~--- --~
~ . ~'_L-~_

g'o>o."" ..... ,• .,.,

• •
FIGURE B

• •

! -+---:~~.::.:~.-!
i"\ . I "S"O,g j

•
'\. ,T.'lOC I

\, I I, I
, \

,
. \ I

I
,

•· "," '"' '" .

COMMON-MODE REJECTION RATIO

•
FREOUENCY

TYPICAL CHARACTERISTICS

••,.
~ ,
j eo

I •
I :
i .

,. 11

i j

:-1

SUPPLY VOLTAGE

OUTPUT VOLTAGE

•
ELAPSED TIME

:---j
, I

OPEN LOOP LARGE SIGNAL
DIFFERENTIAL

VOLTAGE AMPLIFICATION

t :1

,-

-. '

FIGURE 10

n;EAMAL INFORMATION
DI;.5I1>ATION DERATING CURVE

SEAlES 1:2--+SEflIH5~~
'-'AXT.... ......Xf ... I

,'\. \. ...L-i--
0. P'\.,\ :

, ,,,- .v I
I -,

,I

'" '"
~:r

D(~"TE "~211_"C M"
8J",,,,rC se-c
,aa",w"c 000 c

... &J " '",WrC 'DS"C

e
ro .. eo sc '00 '" oro 'Dsc

..TYPICAL APPLICATION DATA

TO VCC_

FIGURE 9

FIGURE l1-INPUT OFFSET VOLTAGE NULL CIRCUIT

r .._F_...... T_,.,~.•_C

FIGURE 12

3-38
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LINEAR INTEGRATED
CIRCUITS

CIRCUIT TYPES SN52747. SN72747
DUAL HIGH-PERFORMANCE OPERATIONAL AMPLIFIER

• No frequency Compensation Required

• Low Power Consumption

• Short-Circuit Protection

• Offset·Voltage Null Capability

• Large Common-Mode and
Differential Voltage Ranges

• No Latch-up

• Designed to be Interchangeable with
FaIrchild pA747 and p,A747C

description

J OR N DUAL·IN-LiNE
PACKAGE ITOP VIEW)

The SN52747 and $N72747 are dual lI'9h
perfermence operational amplif.en. featuring ctrset
voltage null capabrfitv Each half is electrically surular
to SN52741/SN72741.

The high common-mode input voltage range aod the
absence of latch-up make the ampliflers Ideal for
vcttaqe-follcwer applications The devices are short
circuit protected and the mternal frequency compen·
sancn ensures stablhty Without external components.
A low .....eroe potentiometer may be connected
between the offset null Inputs to null out the offset
voltage asshown in Figure 3.

The SN52747 is Charactemed for operation over the
fuil military temperature range of _55°C to 125°C;
the SN72741 is cheracterjzed for Operation from aOc
to 70°C

schematic (each amplifier)
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CIRCUIT TYPES SN52747. SN72747
DUAL HIGH-PERFORMANCE OPERATIONAL AMPLIFIERS

SUl)l).~ lio',age Vee.. llee "ole 1)

~~~Jly.O'la\lf'VCC {""'1Np,el.

absolute maximum ratings over operating tree-air temperature range (unless otherwise noted)

SN52141 SN727.7

22 18
21 18

UNIT

V

V

u~I'''''led , unlom'led

Eadl "moM,e, 500 500
ml-'l I

To,al pac~"ge 800 "'"5510125 o to 70 c
65to 150 65to150 1 c

J package 300 30' 0

N ~ack . "" 'B' c

In" ..., vollage (either ,,,put, see NOles 1 ~nd 31

~ol'"9" be'wee~ eIther offset null term,nellN1 '''121 and VCc_
Clurat,on of outnu t short ""cu,tlsee 1I,01e41

CONI'lUOU> rcta! d".,p""on at 'or belo....) 70 C

free a'r lemperature {see Note 51

Operottng tree-"Ir ,empe'atur. range

StO-3ge lemp~'aIUr" range

Lead temper'lure 1 '16 ,nch from ca.. for GOsecond5

Le.<I 'empera'"re 1'16 inch from c ..... fo, 10 second,

,30 ,30

,15 ,15

0:; ,0"

! V I

I v

! '

UNIT I

6

zs

MAX

6

'00
eoo

1 -s I

: 15

-o

MIN TYP MAX MIN TYP

'50
.:'5 C

F~II ,a~ge

I '50
RS" 10kn',

Ful. ,ange

: TEST CONDITIONStPARAMETER·

Inout off'Ct voltage

IIJ Inp", off.." c"nel'll

NOTES I All vallag" va''' .... """... a,h.,,,,,.. na_••,. w,'h ' •• p.o, '0 ,~...,a '.'.,.n.o "'~.l (",a"nell of ,~••u~~IV vol,og., "'~@'.

'he .era refe,ence l.v.l" ,,.. m,dpo,nt be""_n vcc_ Om' VcC_
1 D,l!e'e~"~1 ~ol'age. aro U ,~e nanmvert,ng ,np,,' 'erm,nal ,~"h re."e:, ,0 lh@ In.e".~g mput te.m,nar.
:) The mag",'ude oj ,~e ,n"u' .ol' ....emu.. nev.' e~c..... 'he m~n"uoeot ,~. ,,,p~lvvaU.~e or 15 vo'" wh"'h.,e... Is ..
4_ The outpu, m~V a~ ,honed '0 ~rou~d a, e"h•• pc,ve, .uPPlv. Fa. <t•• 5',51741 OO'v. 'he unl,m"@dd""n,an,,1 'he '~O" Cot,,,,,

8ppl,es at lor b.law) '25 Cc ... ,emp8'.'".e 0. 15 C "u 8" 'emp~... ,,,.e
S. F", ooe'atl"~ "ISN51741 ODo_e10' C I.""." 'e-np<>'a,,,re .et8' '0 C "''''''I;I~ Oe'."~9 C...v. F'II".e 1

electrical characteristics at specified free-air temperature, VCC+" 15 V, VCC- '" -15 V

SN52747 5""2747
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t "'11 (h".-oc""",c< ••••,,~<,f'l'd u~<!e. o"e~ 10<''' ope'81,on F"II '."9" Ie" S",52747 '. ·55 C 10 f~5 C .nd 10' 5'\172747 ,.0 C ,c '0 C
NOTE 5 In'''n,,••1 "••""he. 0"1> .., f,"""u.""'e••"",@. fe" h~~"'Pd he'" "'«0"'. 0' 'h~ e'lo<" of droit anCl'he,....1feO<l"'C".
For dtlln",on. 01 Ie mtCNnlCllI dau. and "ftN"ng 'n01'''et,an•• set ,he SNS2741.SN7274t dau shMt d.uld No".ml>tr 1970.
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CIRCUIT TYPES SN52747. SN72747
DUAL HIGH-PERFORMANCE OPERATIONAL AMPLIFIERS

operating charectensncs, VCC+ - 15 V. VCC- "" -15 V, TA = 2S-C

SN52741 SN72747
UNIT IPARAMETER TEST CONDITIONS

MON m MAX I M'N rve MA>

" R,.. ltme VI-20mV. RL·2~~I. 03 OJ -'
Overshoot Cl=IOOpF. See F'Qu,e 1 e, "

sa Slew ,ale <>1 unHV ga,n
VI _ 10V, RL-2 kll.

OJ OJ i VI", I
CL=100pF. See Flgu'e 1

PARAMETER MEASUREMENT INFORMATION

I

L:~
-~

17'. GUT~~,-(
..

''''':j V ~ I

INPUT VOLTAGE I
WAVEFORM

..1
CL ~ 100 pF "T' ~L • 2~_

I

.J.
TEST CIRCUIT

FIGURE 1-RISE TIME. OVERSHOOT, AND SLEW RATE

THERMAL INFORMATION TYPICAL APPLICATION DATA

DISSIPATION DERATING CURVE
lOCO I

I I
~ ""I TOTAL PACKAGE ,
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TOT:"L P"CKA.c;E ..... "'\\ c '" HEACIo<"'\1~Ltf ,Ell 11 "N', C 105 C

•-o eo sc 'CO '" '" ."
",A.-F,.. ':' • ~.-~""_"- C

FIGURE 2 FIGURE 3_IM'UT OFFSET VQLTAGE NULL CIFlCl,...T
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CIRCUIT TYPES SN52747. SN72747
DUAL HIGH-PERFORMANCE OPERATIONAL AMPLIFIERS

TYPICAL CHARACTERISTICS

INPUT OFFSET CURRENT

"FREE AIR TEMPERATURE
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